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driven oscillation effect must be corrected for in each detec-
tor. A normalization factor R was defined to scale the mea-
sured rate to that predicted with a fissile antineutrino spectrum
model. The value of R, together with the value of sin2 2✓

13

,
were simultaneously determined with a �2 similar to the one
used in Ref. [4]:
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where Md is the number of measured IBD events in the d-th
detector with backgrounds subtracted, Bd is the correspond-
ing number of background events, Td is the number of IBD
events predicted with a fissile antineutrino spectrum model
via Eq. (2), and !d

r is the fractional IBD contribution from
the r-th reactor to the d-th detector determined with baselines
and reactor antineutrino rates, �r (0.9%) is the uncorrelated
reactor uncertainty, �d (0.2% [17]) is the uncorrelated de-
tection uncertainty, �Bd is the background uncertainty listed
in Ref. [17], and �D (2.1%) is the correlated detection un-
certainty, i.e. the uncertainty of detection efficiency in Ta-
ble I. Their corresponding nuisance parameters are ↵r, ✏d,
⌘d, and ✏D, respectively. The best-fit value of sin2 2✓

13

=
0.090± 0.009 is insensitive to the choice of model. The best-
fit value of R is 0.946±0.022 (0.991±0.023) when predicting
with the Huber+Mueller (ILL+Vogel) model. Replacing the
Mueller 238U spectrum with the recently-measured spectrum
in Ref. [35] yields negligible change in R. The uncertainty in
R is dominated by the correlated detection uncertainty �D.

With the oscillation effect for each AD corrected using
the best-fit value of sin2 2✓

13

in Eq. (3), the measured IBD
yield for each AD is expressed in two ways: the yield per
GWth per day, Y , and equivalently, the yield per nuclear fis-
sion, �f . These results are shown in the top panel of Fig. 1.
The measured IBD yields are consistent among all ADs after
further correcting for the small variations of fission fractions
among the different sites. The average IBD yield in the three
near ADs is Y = (1.55 ± 0.04) ⇥ 10�18 cm2/GW/day, or
�f = (5.92 ± 0.14) ⇥ 10�43 cm2/fission. These results are
summarized in Table II along with the flux-weighted average
fission fractions in the three near ADs.

A global fit for R was performed to compare with previous
reactor antineutrino flux measurements following the method
described in Ref. [36]. Nineteen past short-baseline (<100 m)
measurements were included using the data from Ref. [14].
The measurements from CHOOZ [37] and Palo Verde [38]
were also included after correcting for the effect of standard
three-neutrino oscillations. All measurements were compared
to the Huber+Mueller model. All predictions were fixed at
their nominal value in the fit. The resulting past global average
is Rpast

g = 0.942±0.009 (exp.)±0.025 (model). Daya Bay’s
measurement of the reactor antineutrino flux is consistent with
the past experiments. Including Daya Bay in the global fit, the

TABLE II. Average IBD yields (Y and �f ) of the near halls, flux nor-
malization with respect to different fissile antineutrino model predic-
tions, and flux-weighted average fission fractions of the near halls.

IBD Yield
Y ( cm2/GW/day) (1.55± 0.04)⇥ 10�18

�f (cm2/fission) (5.92± 0.14)⇥ 10�43

Data / Prediction
R (Huber+Mueller) 0.946± 0.022

R (ILL+Vogel) 0.991± 0.023
235U : 238U : 239Pu : 241Pu 0.586 : 0.076 : 0.288 : 0.050

new average is Rg = 0.943 ± 0.008 (exp.) ± 0.025 (model).
The results of the global fit are shown in the bottom panel of
Fig. 1.

Extending the study from the integrated flux to the en-
ergy spectrum, the measured prompt-energy spectra of the
three near-site ADs were combined after background subtrac-
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FIG. 1. Top: Rate of reactor antineutrino candidate events in the six
ADs with corrections for 3-flavor oscillations (closed circles), and
additionally for the variation of flux-weighted fission fractions at the
different sites (open squares). The average of the three near detectors
is shown as a gray line (and extended through the three far detectors
as a dotted gray line) with its 1� systematic uncertainty (gray band).
The rate predicted with the Huber+Mueller (ILL+Vogel) model and
its uncertainty are shown in blue (orange). Bottom: The measured
reactor ⌫̄e rate as a function of the distance from the reactor, nor-
malized to the theoretical prediction with the Huber+Mueller model.
The rate is corrected for 3-flavor neutrino oscillations at each base-
line. The blue shaded region represents the global average and its 1�
uncertainty. The 2.7% model uncertainty is shown as a band around
unity. Measurements at the same baseline are combined for clarity.
The Daya Bay measurement is shown at the flux-weighted baseline
(573 m) of the two near halls.

Reminder: The Reactor Neutrino Anomaly
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where Md is the number of measured IBD events in the d-th
detector with backgrounds subtracted, Bd is the correspond-
ing number of background events, Td is the number of IBD
events predicted with a fissile antineutrino spectrum model
via Eq. (2), and !d

r is the fractional IBD contribution from
the r-th reactor to the d-th detector determined with baselines
and reactor antineutrino rates, �r (0.9%) is the uncorrelated
reactor uncertainty, �d (0.2% [17]) is the uncorrelated de-
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certainty, i.e. the uncertainty of detection efficiency in Ta-
ble I. Their corresponding nuisance parameters are ↵r, ✏d,
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with the Huber+Mueller (ILL+Vogel) model. Replacing the
Mueller 238U spectrum with the recently-measured spectrum
in Ref. [35] yields negligible change in R. The uncertainty in
R is dominated by the correlated detection uncertainty �D.
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in Eq. (3), the measured IBD
yield for each AD is expressed in two ways: the yield per
GWth per day, Y , and equivalently, the yield per nuclear fis-
sion, �f . These results are shown in the top panel of Fig. 1.
The measured IBD yields are consistent among all ADs after
further correcting for the small variations of fission fractions
among the different sites. The average IBD yield in the three
near ADs is Y = (1.55 ± 0.04) ⇥ 10�18 cm2/GW/day, or
�f = (5.92 ± 0.14) ⇥ 10�43 cm2/fission. These results are
summarized in Table II along with the flux-weighted average
fission fractions in the three near ADs.

A global fit for R was performed to compare with previous
reactor antineutrino flux measurements following the method
described in Ref. [36]. Nineteen past short-baseline (<100 m)
measurements were included using the data from Ref. [14].
The measurements from CHOOZ [37] and Palo Verde [38]
were also included after correcting for the effect of standard
three-neutrino oscillations. All measurements were compared
to the Huber+Mueller model. All predictions were fixed at
their nominal value in the fit. The resulting past global average
is Rpast

g = 0.942±0.009 (exp.)±0.025 (model). Daya Bay’s
measurement of the reactor antineutrino flux is consistent with
the past experiments. Including Daya Bay in the global fit, the
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tions, and flux-weighted average fission fractions of the near halls.
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Data / Prediction
R (Huber+Mueller) 0.946± 0.022

R (ILL+Vogel) 0.991± 0.023
235U : 238U : 239Pu : 241Pu 0.586 : 0.076 : 0.288 : 0.050

new average is Rg = 0.943 ± 0.008 (exp.) ± 0.025 (model).
The results of the global fit are shown in the bottom panel of
Fig. 1.

Extending the study from the integrated flux to the en-
ergy spectrum, the measured prompt-energy spectra of the
three near-site ADs were combined after background subtrac-
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FIG. 1. Top: Rate of reactor antineutrino candidate events in the six
ADs with corrections for 3-flavor oscillations (closed circles), and
additionally for the variation of flux-weighted fission fractions at the
different sites (open squares). The average of the three near detectors
is shown as a gray line (and extended through the three far detectors
as a dotted gray line) with its 1� systematic uncertainty (gray band).
The rate predicted with the Huber+Mueller (ILL+Vogel) model and
its uncertainty are shown in blue (orange). Bottom: The measured
reactor ⌫̄e rate as a function of the distance from the reactor, nor-
malized to the theoretical prediction with the Huber+Mueller model.
The rate is corrected for 3-flavor neutrino oscillations at each base-
line. The blue shaded region represents the global average and its 1�
uncertainty. The 2.7% model uncertainty is shown as a band around
unity. Measurements at the same baseline are combined for clarity.
The Daya Bay measurement is shown at the flux-weighted baseline
(573 m) of the two near halls.
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Δm2 ≈few ev2 and sin22θ “not so small”
5

contain differences in branching fractions [29], compli-
cating the interpretation of these calculations. Sepa-
rately, total-absorption gamma spectroscopy measure-
ments of key isotopes have shown that quoted un-
certainties are frequently underestimated [30]. Conse-
quently, ab-initio calculations of S(En) are thought accu-
rate to only ⇠10% [28].

Given the uncertainties in this approach, the con-
version method has become the de-facto standard for
modeling reactor ne energy spectra. The cumulative
b� energy spectra emitted by foils of fissioning mate-
rial were measured [23–26, 31] and used to estimate
the corresponding cumulative ne spectra with an es-
timated uncertainty at the few-percent level. As de-
scribed in Sec. I A however, modern predictions of this
type disagree with measurements of the flux, lead-
ing to the reactor antineutrino anomaly. In addi-
tion, recent, high-precision measurements of the an-
tineutrino energy spectrum from q13 experiments have
shown deviations from the theoretically predicted spec-
tral shapes. The measured spectra from Daya Bay, Dou-
ble Chooz, and RENO each show an excess of antineu-
trinos of approximately 10% with energies between 5
and 7 MeV [6–8].

Initial studies indicated that the ab-initio method re-
produced the shape of the spectrum better than the
beta-conversion predictions [32]. However, re-analyses
with updated fission and beta-branch information call
this result into question and instead point to antineu-
trinos produced by the 238U fission chain as a possi-
ble source of the spectral anomaly [29]. New mea-
surements with total-absorption gamma spectrometers
at ORNL [33] and University of Jyväskylä [30] will re-
duce uncertainties in individual beta-decay levels and
branching ratios. However, predicting antineutrino
spectra resulting from these decays remains challeng-
ing due to unknown shape corrections. Similarly, un-
certainties in the cumulative fission yields are not ad-
dressed by these measurements. Precision measure-
ments of reactor antineutrino spectra provide a unique
experimental probe that can address many of these
questions [29]. In particular, a first-ever precision mea-
surement of the 235U spectrum would highly constrain
predictions for a static single fissile isotope system,
as compared to commercial power reactors that have
evolving fuel mixtures of multiple fissile isotopes.

C. Anomalies in Source and Accelerator Experiments

Anomalous results have also been obtained in other
neutrino experiments. Both the SAGE and GALLEX ra-
diochemical experiments have observed neutrino flux
deficits with high-activity ne calibration sources [34–37].

Additional anomalies have become apparent in
accelerator-based neutrino experiments. The Liquid
Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND) Experiment at
Los Alamos National Laboratory was designed to
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FIG. 4. Allowed regions in 3+1 framework for several com-
binations of ne and ne disappearance experiments. Contours
obtained from [3, 5, 40].

search for neutrino oscillations in the nµ ! ne channel.
It measured an excess of events at low energy consistent
with an oscillation mass splitting of |Dm2|⇠1 eV2 [38].
The Mini Booster Neutrino Experiment (MiniBooNE) at
Fermilab was conceived to test this so-called “LSND
anomaly” in the same L/E region [39]. In both the
nµ ! ne and nµ ! ne appearance channels, it observed
an excess of events. There is some disagreement re-
garding the compatibility of MiniBooNE ne appearance
data in models involving 3 active neutrinos and 1 ster-
ile state (3+1 model) [40] but the allowed regions for
neutrino oscillations partially overlap with the allowed
regions from LSND.

D. Global Fits

Attempts have been made to fully incorporate the
observed anomalies into a 3+1 framework of neu-
trino oscillations. Combining the short-baseline reac-
tor anomaly data with the gallium measurements under
the assumption of one additional sterile neutrino state
allows one to determine the allowed regions (Dm2

14,
sin2 2q14) in the global parameter space. Two recent
efforts obtain slightly different allowed regions and
global best-fit points [3, 5]. The disagreement can be
attributed to the differences in handling uncertainties
and the choice of spectral information included in the
analyses. Inclusion of all ne and ne disappearance mea-
surements further constrains the parameter space [5].
Fig. 4 illustrates the allowed regions obtained from dif-
ferent combinations of anomalous experimental results.

Because of the tensions between some appearance
and disappearance results, difficulties arise in develop-
ing a consistent picture of oscillations in the 3+1 frame-
work [40] involving both appearance and disappear-
ance data. Efforts at performing a global fit in frame-

Gallium 
PRC 83(2011)065504 

BOONE, MiniBOONE 
AnnRev 63(2013)45 

Global fits 
JHEP 1305(2013)050 
PRD 88(2013)073008
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where Md is the number of measured IBD events in the d-th
detector with backgrounds subtracted, Bd is the correspond-
ing number of background events, Td is the number of IBD
events predicted with a fissile antineutrino spectrum model
via Eq. (2), and !d

r is the fractional IBD contribution from
the r-th reactor to the d-th detector determined with baselines
and reactor antineutrino rates, �r (0.9%) is the uncorrelated
reactor uncertainty, �d (0.2% [17]) is the uncorrelated de-
tection uncertainty, �Bd is the background uncertainty listed
in Ref. [17], and �D (2.1%) is the correlated detection un-
certainty, i.e. the uncertainty of detection efficiency in Ta-
ble I. Their corresponding nuisance parameters are ↵r, ✏d,
⌘d, and ✏D, respectively. The best-fit value of sin2 2✓

13

=
0.090± 0.009 is insensitive to the choice of model. The best-
fit value of R is 0.946±0.022 (0.991±0.023) when predicting
with the Huber+Mueller (ILL+Vogel) model. Replacing the
Mueller 238U spectrum with the recently-measured spectrum
in Ref. [35] yields negligible change in R. The uncertainty in
R is dominated by the correlated detection uncertainty �D.

With the oscillation effect for each AD corrected using
the best-fit value of sin2 2✓

13

in Eq. (3), the measured IBD
yield for each AD is expressed in two ways: the yield per
GWth per day, Y , and equivalently, the yield per nuclear fis-
sion, �f . These results are shown in the top panel of Fig. 1.
The measured IBD yields are consistent among all ADs after
further correcting for the small variations of fission fractions
among the different sites. The average IBD yield in the three
near ADs is Y = (1.55 ± 0.04) ⇥ 10�18 cm2/GW/day, or
�f = (5.92 ± 0.14) ⇥ 10�43 cm2/fission. These results are
summarized in Table II along with the flux-weighted average
fission fractions in the three near ADs.

A global fit for R was performed to compare with previous
reactor antineutrino flux measurements following the method
described in Ref. [36]. Nineteen past short-baseline (<100 m)
measurements were included using the data from Ref. [14].
The measurements from CHOOZ [37] and Palo Verde [38]
were also included after correcting for the effect of standard
three-neutrino oscillations. All measurements were compared
to the Huber+Mueller model. All predictions were fixed at
their nominal value in the fit. The resulting past global average
is Rpast

g = 0.942±0.009 (exp.)±0.025 (model). Daya Bay’s
measurement of the reactor antineutrino flux is consistent with
the past experiments. Including Daya Bay in the global fit, the

TABLE II. Average IBD yields (Y and �f ) of the near halls, flux nor-
malization with respect to different fissile antineutrino model predic-
tions, and flux-weighted average fission fractions of the near halls.

IBD Yield
Y ( cm2/GW/day) (1.55± 0.04)⇥ 10�18

�f (cm2/fission) (5.92± 0.14)⇥ 10�43

Data / Prediction
R (Huber+Mueller) 0.946± 0.022

R (ILL+Vogel) 0.991± 0.023
235U : 238U : 239Pu : 241Pu 0.586 : 0.076 : 0.288 : 0.050

new average is Rg = 0.943 ± 0.008 (exp.) ± 0.025 (model).
The results of the global fit are shown in the bottom panel of
Fig. 1.

Extending the study from the integrated flux to the en-
ergy spectrum, the measured prompt-energy spectra of the
three near-site ADs were combined after background subtrac-
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FIG. 1. Top: Rate of reactor antineutrino candidate events in the six
ADs with corrections for 3-flavor oscillations (closed circles), and
additionally for the variation of flux-weighted fission fractions at the
different sites (open squares). The average of the three near detectors
is shown as a gray line (and extended through the three far detectors
as a dotted gray line) with its 1� systematic uncertainty (gray band).
The rate predicted with the Huber+Mueller (ILL+Vogel) model and
its uncertainty are shown in blue (orange). Bottom: The measured
reactor ⌫̄e rate as a function of the distance from the reactor, nor-
malized to the theoretical prediction with the Huber+Mueller model.
The rate is corrected for 3-flavor neutrino oscillations at each base-
line. The blue shaded region represents the global average and its 1�
uncertainty. The 2.7% model uncertainty is shown as a band around
unity. Measurements at the same baseline are combined for clarity.
The Daya Bay measurement is shown at the flux-weighted baseline
(573 m) of the two near halls.

Power Reactors: Mixture of 235U, 239Pu, 241Pu, 238U

Reference:
arXiv 1508.04233

ILL+Vogel (1980’s): e− spectra, plus calculation for 238U 
Huber + Mueller (2011): Inversion with β-decay corrections
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tion and compared with predictions. The antineutrino spec-
trum at each detector was predicted by the procedure de-
scribed above, taking into account neutrino oscillation with
sin2 2✓

13

= 0.090 and �m2

ee = 2.59 ⇥ 10�3 eV2 based on
the oscillation analysis of the same data [17]. The detector
response was determined in two ways. The first method se-
quentially applied a simulation of energy loss in the inactive
acrylic vessels, and analytical models of energy scale and en-
ergy resolution. The energy scale model was based on empir-
ical characterization of the spatial non-uniformity and the en-
ergy non-linearity with improved calibration of the scintillator
light yield and the electronics response [39]. The uncertainty
of the energy scale was about 1% in the energy range of reac-
tor antineutrinos [39]. The second method used full-detector
simulation in which the detector response was tuned with the
calibration data. Both methods produced consistent predic-
tions for prompt energies above 1.25 MeV. Around 1 MeV,
there was a slight discrepancy due to different treatments of
IBD positrons that interact with the inner acrylic vessels. Ad-
ditional uncertainty below 1.25 MeV was included to cover
this discrepancy.

Figure 2 shows the observed prompt-energy spectrum and
its comparison with the predictions. The spectral uncertainty
of the measurement is composed of the statistical, detector
response and background uncertainties. Between 1.5 and 7
MeV, it ranges from 1.0% at 3.5 MeV to 6.7% at 7 MeV, and
above 7 MeV it is larger than 10%. The predicted spectra were
normalized to the measurement thus removing the dependence
on the total rate. Agreement between a prediction and the data
was quantified with the �2 defined as

�2 =
X

i,j

(Nobs

i �Npred

i )V �1

ij (Nobs

j �Npred

j ), (4)

where Nobs(pred)

i is the observed (predicted) number of events
at the i-th prompt-energy bin and V is the covariance ma-
trix that includes all statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The systematic uncertainty portion of the covariance matrix
V was estimated using simulated data sets with randomly
fluctuated detector response, background contributions, and
reactor-related uncertainties, while the statistical uncertainty
portion was calculated analytically. A comparison to the Hu-
ber+Mueller model yielded a �2/NDF, where NDF is the num-
ber of degrees of freedom, of 43.2/24 in the full energy range
from 0.7 to 12 MeV, corresponding to a 2.6� discrepancy. The
ILL+Vogel model showed a similar level of discrepancy from
the data at 2.4�.

The ratio of the measured to predicted prompt-energy spec-
tra is shown in the middle panel of Fig. 2. A discrepancy
is apparent around 5 MeV. Two approaches were adopted to
evaluate the significance of local discrepancies. The first was
based on the �2 contribution of each energy bin, which is eval-
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FIG. 2. Top panel: Predicted and measured prompt-energy spectra.
The prediction is based on the Huber+Mueller model and normalized
to the number of measured events. The highest energy bin contains
all events above 7 MeV. The gray hatched and red filled bands rep-
resent the square-root of diagonal elements of the covariance matrix
(
p
Vii) for the reactor related and the full (reactor, detector and back-

ground) systematic uncertainties, respectively. The error bars on the
data points represent the statistical uncertainty. Middle panel: Ra-
tio of the measured prompt-energy spectrum to the predicted spec-
trum (Huber+Mueller model). The blue curve shows the ratio of the
prediction based on the ILL+Vogel model to that based on the Hu-
ber+Mueller model. Bottom panel: The defined �2 distribution ( e�i)
of each bin (black dashed curve) and local p-values for 1-MeV en-
ergy windows (magenta solid curve). See the text for the definitions
of these quantities.

uated by

e�i =
Nobs

i �Npred

i���Nobs

i �Npred

i

���

sX

j

�2

ij ,

where �2

ij ⌘ (Nobs

i �Npred

i )V �1

ij (Nobs

j �Npred

j ).

(5)

As shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 2, there is a larger contri-
bution around 5 MeV. In the second approach, the significance
of deviations are conveyed with p-values calculated within lo-
cal energy windows. A free-floating nuisance parameter for
the normalization of each bin within a chosen energy window
was introduced to the fitter that was used in the neutrino os-
cillation analysis. The difference in the minimum �2 before
and after introducing these nuisance parameters was used to
evaluate the p-value of the deviation from the theoretical pre-
diction within each window. The p-values within 1-MeV en-
ergy windows are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 2. The
p-value for a 2-MeV window between 4 and 6 MeV reached a
similar minimum of 5.4⇥ 10�5, which corresponds to a 4.0�
deviation. The ILL+Vogel model showed a similar level of
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FIG. 2. Spectral comparison of observed and expected IBD
prompt events in the (a) near and (b) far detectors. The
expected distributions are obtained using rate and spectral
analysis results discussed later. A shape di↵erence is clearly
seen at 5 MeV. The observed excess is correlated with the
reactor power, and corresponds to 3% of the total observed
reactor ⌫e flux. A spectral deviation from the expectation is
larger than the uncertainty of an expected spectrum (shaded
band).
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where OF/N

i

is the observed far-to-near ratio of IBD can-
didates in the i-th E

p

bin after background subtraction,

T
F/N

i

= T
F/N

i

(bd, f
r

, ✏, e; ✓13, |�m2
ee

|) is the expected far-

to-near ratio of IBD events, and U
F/N

i

is the statistical

uncertainty of OF/N

i

. The expected ratio T
F/N

i

is cal-
culated using the reactor ⌫

e

spectrum model and the
IBD cross section and folding the ⌫

e

survival probabil-
ity and the detector e↵ects. The systematic uncertainty
sources are embedded by pull parameters (bd, f

r

, ✏, and
e) with associated systematic uncertainties (�d

bkg

, �r

flux

,
�
eff

, and �
scale

). The uncorrelated reactor-flux uncer-
tainty �r

flux

is 0.9%, the uncorrelated detection uncer-
tainty �

eff

is 0.2%, the uncorrelated energy scale uncer-
tainty �

scale

is 0.15%, and the background uncertainty
�d

bkg

is 4.7% and 6.7% for near and far, respectively. The

�2 is minimized with respect to the pull parameters and
the oscillation parameters.

The best-fit values obtained from the rate and spectral
analysis are sin2 2✓13 = 0.082±0.009(stat.)±0.006(syst.)
and |�m2

ee

| = [2.62+0.21
�0.23(stat.)

+0.12
�0.13(syst.)] ⇥ 10�3 eV2

with �2/NDF = 58.9/66. The dominant systematic un-
certainties are those of the energy scale di↵erence and
the backgrounds. The measured value of |�m2

ee

| corre-
sponds to |�m2

31| = (2.64+0.24
�0.26)⇥10�3 eV2 ((2.60+0.24

�0.26)⇥
10�3 eV2) for the normal (inverted) neutrino mass order-
ing, using measured oscillation parameters of sin2 2✓12 =
0.846 ± 0.021 and �m2

21 = (7.53 ± 0.18) ⇥ 10�5 eV2

[14]. The spectral-only analysis with a free normal-

ization yields sin2 2✓13 = 0.066+0.042
�0.046 and |�m2

ee

| =

(2.62+0.38
�0.41)⇥ 10�3 eV2 with �2/NDF = 58.8/67.

Figure 3 shows the background-subtracted, observed
spectrum at far detector compared to the one expected
for no oscillation and the one expected for oscillation at
the far detector. The expected spectra are obtained by
weighting the spectrum at near detector with the oscil-
lation or no oscillation assumptions using the measured
values of ✓13 and |�m2

ee

|. The observed spectrum shows a
clear energy-dependent disappearance of reactor ⌫

e

con-
sistent with neutrino oscillations. Figure 4 shows 68.3,
95.5, and 99.7% C.L. allowed regions for the neutrino os-
cillation parameters |�m2

ee

| and sin2 2✓13. The results
from other reactor experiments [10, 24] are compared in
the figure.
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FIG. 3. Top: comparison of the observed IBD prompt spec-
trum in the far detector with the no-oscillation prediction ob-
tained from the measurement in the near detector. The pre-
diction from the best-fit results to oscillation is also shown.
Bottom: ratio of reactor ⌫e events measured in the far de-
tector to the no-oscillation prediction (points) and ratio from
MC with best-fit results folded in (shaded band). Errors are
statistical uncertainties only.

Figure 5 shows the measured survival probability of re-
actor ⌫

e

as a function of an e↵ective baseline Le↵ over ⌫
e

energy E
⌫

, in a good agreement with the prediction that
is obtained from the observed distribution in the near
detector, for the best-fit oscillation values. This result
demonstrates clear Le↵/E⌫

-dependent disappearance of
reactor ⌫

e

, consistent with the periodic feature of neu-
trino oscillation. Note that Le↵ is the reactor-detector
distance weighted by the multiple reactor fluxes, and E

⌫

is converted from the IBD prompt energy. The mea-
sured survival probability is obtained by the ratio of the
observed IBD counts to the expected counts assuming no
oscillation in each bin of Le↵/E⌫

.
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of any initial fission daughter. On average, the daughter
isotopes of each fission undergo six beta decays until
reaching stability. For short-lived isotopes, the decay rate
Ri is approximately equal to the fission rate Rf

p of the parent
isotope p times the cumulative yield of the isotope i,

Ri ≃
X

p

Rf
pYc

pi: ð2Þ

The Evaluated Nuclear Data File (ENDF) B.VII.1 compiled
nuclear data contain tables of the cumulative fission yields of
1325 fission daughter isotopes, including relevant nuclear
isomers [18,19]. Evaluated nuclear structure data files
(ENSDF) provide tables of known beta decay end-point
energies and branching fractions for many isotopes [20].
Over 4000 beta decay branches having end points above
the 1.8 MeV inverse beta decay threshold are found. The
spectrum of each beta decay SijðEνÞ was calculated includ-
ing Coulomb [21], radiative [22], finite nuclear size, and
weak magnetism corrections [13]. In the following calcu-
lations, we begin by assuming that all decays have the
allowed Gamow-Teller spectral shapes. The impact of
forbidden shape corrections will be discussed later in the text.
The upper panel of Fig. 1 shows the β− spectrum per

fission of 235U calculated according to Eq. (1). The β−

spectrum measured in the 1980s using the BILL spectrom-
eter is shown for comparison [6]. Both spectra are absolutely
normalized in units of electrons per MeV per fission. The
lower panel shows the calculated νe spectrum for a nominal
nuclear fuel with relative fission rates of 0.584, 0.076, 0.29,
0.05 respectively for the parents 235U, 238U, 239Pu, 241Pu.
The spectra have been weighted by the cross section of
inverse beta decay to more closely correspond to the spectra
observed by experiments. Prediction of the νe spectrum by
β− conversion of the BILL measurements [11,12] shows a
different spectral shape. In particular, there is an excess
near 6 MeV in our calculated spectrum not shown by the
β− conversion method. Note that the hybrid approach of
Ref. [11] used the ab initio calculation to predict most of
the β− and νe spectra, but additional fictional β− branches
were added so that the overall electron spectra would match
the BILL measurements. The corresponding νe spectra for
these branches were estimated using the β− conversion
method. Since this method is constrained to match the BILL
measurements, it is grouped with the other β− conversion
predictions. An alternate ab initio calculation presented in
Ref. [17] is consistent with our prediction below 5 MeV, but
deviates at 6 MeV.
The significant differences between the calculation and

BILL measurements are generally attributed to the system-
atic uncertainties in the ab initio calculation. The 1σ
uncertainty bands presented here include only the stated
uncertainties in the cumulative yields and branching frac-
tions. Three additional systematic uncertainties are promi-
nent but not included: data missing from nuclear databases,
biased branching fractions, and beta decay spectral shape
corrections.

Missing data.—It is possible that the ENDF/B tabulated
fission yields lack data on rare and very short-lived isotopes
far from the region of nuclear stability. In Ref. [16], it was
argued that this missing data would favor higher-energy
decays. For the known fission daughters, ∼6% of the
yielded isotopes have no measured beta decay information.
Both of these effects result in an underprediction of the νe
spectrum at all energies.
Biased branching fractions.—The branching informa-

tion of known isotopes may be incomplete or biased.
For example the Pandemonium effect can cause a system-
atic bias, enhancing branching fractions at higher energies
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Ab initio nuclear calculation of the
cumulative β− energy spectrum per fission of 235U exposed to
thermal neutrons (solid red), including 1σ uncertainties due to
fission yields and branching fractions. The measured β− spectrum
from Ref. [6] is included for reference (dashed blue). (b) Ratios of
each spectrum relative to the BILL measurement. (c) The corre-
sponding ν̄e spectrum per fission in a nominal reactor weighted by
the inverse beta decay cross section (solid red), compared with that
obtained by the β− conversion method (dashed blue [12], dotted
green [11]), and an alternate ab initio calculation (dash-dotted
blue-green [17]). See text for discussion of uncertainties. (d) Ratios
of each relative to the Huber calculation. Measurements of the
positron spectra (green [23], brown [24], black [25]) are similar to
our ab initio calculation, assuming the approximate relation
Eν̄≃Eeþþ0.8MeV.To comparewith the calculated spectral shape,
measurement normalizations were adjusted approximately −5%.
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Figure 2 shows the database predictions for the shape of
the antineutrino spectra for Daya Bay [31] and RENO [32]
relative to the Huber-Mueller model [4,5], and for Double
Chooz [33] relative to the Huber-Haag model [4,22,34].
The Daya Bay, RENO, and Double Chooz experiments
differ in the linear combination of actinides determining the
total fissions. For Daya Bay the 235U: 238U: 239Pu: 241Pu
fission split is 0.586: 0.076: 0.288: 0.05. RENO has not
published their fission split, but we took 0.62: 0.12: 0.21:
0.05 from Ref. [32], and the Double Chooz split to be [34]
0.496: 0.087: 0.351: 0.066. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the
ENDF/B-VII.1 fission-fragment yields lead to the predic-
tion of a shoulder relative to the Huber-Mueller model, but
the JEFF-3.1.1 yields do not. This striking difference arises
because the cumulative fission yields for some nuclei that
dominate in the shoulder region are different in the two
evaluations. For several nuclei that contribute to the
shoulder-energy region, the TAGS data tend to correct
for the pandemonium effect and suppress the highest-
energy beta-decay branches. That is, these data include
beta-decay branches to previously omitted low-energy
transitions, which thereby suppress the branching ratios
for the highest-energy decays. This has the effect of
reducing the magnitude of the predicted shoulder. In the
case of Double Chooz, the JEFF-3.1.1 fission yields do
predict a shoulder and this shoulder arises almost entirely
from 238U. The JEFF-3.1.1 prediction of a shoulder for
Double Chooz and not for Daya Bay and RENO occurs
because the former experiment uses the Haag [22] anti-
neutrino spectrum for 238U as opposed to the Mueller
spectrum. Both ENDF/B-VII.1 and JEFF-3.1.1 predict a
shoulder with respect to 238U alone, regardless of whether
the Haag or the Mueller antineutrino spectrum is used, with
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FIG. 1 (color). Approximately 5% of the fission fragments have
unknown beta-decay spectra that can only be modeled. The figure
shows the measured versus modeled contributions to the total
aggregate antineutrino spectrum for Daya Bay, as predicted using
the JEFF-3.1.1 fission yields (left panel). The same spectra folded
over the neutrino detection cross section are shown in the right
panel.
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FIG. 2 (color). The ENDF/B-VII.1 and JEFF-3.1.1 predictions,
including the beta-decay database update [19], for the ratio of the
Daya Bay [31], RENO [32] and Double Chooz [33] antineutrino
spectra to the Huber-Mueller or Huber-Haag models [4,5,22,34],
as labeled on the y-axis. In all cases, the spectra are normalized to
the same number of detectable antineutrinos in the energy
window Eν ¼ 2–8 MeV (Eν ≈ Eprompt þ 0.782 MeV) as the
Huber-Mueller (or Huber-Haag) spectra when folded over the
antineutrino detection cross section [35]. The database uncer-
tainties shown are only for the beta-decay branches. The
uncertainties arising from the fission-fragment yields are large,
as is evident from the difference between the ENDF/B-VII.1 and
JEFF-3.1.1 predictions. The large difference between the two
database predictions for the shoulder, particularly for Daya Bay
and RENO, arises entirely from a difference in the evaluated
fission-fragment yields. The predicted shoulder for JEFF 3.1.1
relative to the Huber-Haag prediction for Double Chooz arises
because the Haag prediction for 238U is appreciably smaller in the
shoulder region than JEFF 3.1.1.

POSSIBLE ORIGINS AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE … PHYSICAL REVIEW D 92, 033015 (2015)

033015-3

Different approaches 
(and nuclear data bases) 
give different results, and 
may point to 238U as the 
source of “The Bump.”
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Daya Bay, et.al., use “Near+Far” for oscillations, but…

• Nuclear fuel 
evolution 
uncertainty

• Relatively 
large size of 
reactor core

FIG. 7 (color online). Left: Approximate size and shape of fuel distribution in five reactors including the U.S. research reactors ATR,
NIST, and HFIR. SONGS is a conventional power reactor, for comparison. Right: Relative event probability versus neutrino path
lengths for several finite-sized reactor cores and a pointlike detector horizontally displaced from the vertical midpoint of each reactor at
a distance of r ¼ 10 m.
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FIG. 8 (color online). Left: Geometries, cross sections, and path lengths for a cylindrical reactor core and pointlike detector.
Right: Corresponding path length spreads for a 1-m cylindrical core. The differences in path length spreads contributed by the circular
horizontal dimensions and the rectangular vertical dimensions of the core are a small correction on top of the overall magnitude of the
spread, which is defined by the overall core size.

FIG. 9 (color online). Variations in the discovery potential of the nominal reactor experiment with a half-height core of various radii
(left) and core geometries (right). The overall spread in neutrino path lengths is dominated by the overall dimensions of the core.

EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS FOR A REACTOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 87, 073008 (2013)

073008-9

(Research)
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FIG. 9 (color online). Variations in the discovery potential of the nominal reactor experiment with a half-height core of various radii
(left) and core geometries (right). The overall spread in neutrino path lengths is dominated by the overall dimensions of the core.
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(Research)

• Hard to get within meters of 
the reactor core 

• Restricted information and 
no control over source
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See http://aap2015.phys.vt.edu

• STEREO @ ILL 
J. Phys. Conference Series 593(2015)012005 

• SOLID @ BR2 MTR 
https://www2.physics.ox.ac.uk/research/mars-
project/solid 

• NEOS @ HANBIT #5 (Power Reactor!) 
(See AAP conference presentations) 

★ PROSPECT @ HFIR 
Recent full description at arXiv:1512.02202

http://aap2015.phys.vt.edu
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 The SoLi∂ experiment

personal communication. By courtesy of SCK•CEN 
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SoLid detector modules
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• Search for new oscillation 

• Precise position and energy measurement to 
demonstrate oscillation 

• 235U flux measurement  

• improve reactor flux prediction 

• demonstrate reactor monitoring with a new 
generation of compact detectors
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A PRecision Oscillation and SPECTrum measurement 
using an array of functionally independent detectors

• Collaboration: BNL, Drexel, IIT, Le Moyne, LLNL, 
NIST, ORNL, SYSU, Temple, Tennessee, Waterloo, 
William & Mary, Wisconsin, Yale 

• High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) at ORNL 
• Phase I: Single movable detector ≈7m from core, 

definitive exclusion of “Kopp Best Fit” region 
• Phase II: Second detector at greater distance, for 

complete exclusion of allowed region

See arXiv:1512.02202
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contained in 
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Realization: Phase I
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and outer dimensions of the AD-I.

e++n. The positron carries most of the ne energy and
makes a prompt energy signal in the LS. The neu-
tron thermalizes before capture on 6Li or hydrogen,
producing a delayed signal ⇠40 µs later. 6Li doping
was chosen as its decay products produce easily rec-
ognized, localized energy depositions in pulse shape
discrimination-capable LS. This time-correlated signa-
ture of a gamma-like prompt signal and a neutron-
capture-like delayed signal is extremely effective at
nearly eliminating randomly time-coincident (acciden-
tal) backgrounds.

The optical separators divide the total active volume
(⇠3000 l) into 120 individual segments (Fig. 11) provid-
ing baseline and event topology information indepen-
dent of light transport and timing. Each segment shares
optical separator panels and hollow support rods with
its nearest neighbors and is read out at both ends by
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). Space constraints have
largely determined the designed segment length, while
cross-section dimensions are constrained by the physi-
cal dimensions of the PMTs and their housing assem-
blies. To maintain LiLS compatibility, the PMT and its
voltage divider are housed inside a polycarbonate mod-
ule with a light guide for optical coupling. Modules are
bolted together (10 high ⇥ 12 long) to form a support
structure for the optical separator array. The separator
panels and corner rods are designed to minimize in-
active material and amount to 1.8% of the total target
mass. This is significantly less than earlier experiments
such as Bugey 3 (15.5% inactive mass) [68]. A carefully
selected subset of the support rods house either optical
fibers or tubes containing movable radioactive sources
to calibrate segment energy response and timing. Ca-
bles, fibers, and calibration tubes are routed to the top
surface, and this inner detector structure is inserted into
a sealed acrylic single-volume LiLS containment vessel
that isolates the inner detector from outside moisture
and oxygen. All space between PMT modules is filled
with LiLS. The inactive LiLS not viewed by PMTs acts
as additional passive shielding and totals ⇠300 l.

The PROSPECT LiLS has been developed over several

years to exhibit the light yield and pulse shape discrim-
ination (PSD) required for the experiments physics (en-
ergy resolution) and background rejection (PSD) goals
(Sec. IV D 2). Enriched 6Li, fluors (PPO) and wavelength
shifter (bis-MSB) are added to a commercial scintillator
base (EJ-309, Eljen Technologies [69]). Prototype studies
in a 20 l, 1 m-long, test detector have demonstrated that
a detected light yield of 6500 photons per MeV and a
bulk attenuation length of 4 m are achievable, leading
to an energy resolution of better than 4.5%/

p
E. The

excellent PSD performance demonstrated in Sec. IV D 3
enables cuts preserving 99.9% of the (n,Li) signal while
rejecting the same fraction of g-ray events.

Detailed simulations based on measured back-
grounds at HFIR and performance of prototypes
indicate that PROSPECT can achieve and exceed
the required signal-to-background performance of 1:1
(Fig. 20). Further details are given in Sec. V.

For Phase II, a second antineutrino detector, AD-
II, would be installed just outside the HFIR reactor
building covering baselines from 15–19 m. The detec-
tor features an increased volume of O(10 tons), while
maintaining the same segmentation as AD-I. By us-
ing identical segment geometries, systematic uncertain-
ties related to relative detector efficiency can be better
controlled and confidence in the projected background
rejection is increased. The active detector would be
shielded by ⇠0.75 m of steel and 1 meter of polyethey-
lene or water (nearly 5 m of water equivalent mass) to
reduce cosmogenic backgrounds. Simulations predict a
signal-to-background ratio of about 3.0, comparable to
the closest AD-I position from the reactor core.

C. Calibration Strategy

The segmented AD-I design incorporating hollow
support rods will allow extensive access to the full AD-I
volume for routine calibration using optical fibers or re-
tractable radioactive sources (Fig. 12). LiLS light trans-
mission, PMT gain, and PMT timing will be calibrated
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FIG. 12. The AD-I source deployment and optical calibration systems. Radioactive sources and an optical system will be
deployed between detector segments.

and monitored with a stabilized pulsed laser source
via optical fibers, with each fiber illuminating 4 seg-
ments at their midpoint. Encapsulated g-ray and neu-
tron sources on tensioned string loops will be periodi-
cally deployed at multiple locations within the AD-I via
Teflon guide tubes in the support rods.

Fitting the deposited energy spectra of radioactive
sources will allow the absolute positron energy scale,
including scintillator non-linearity, to be calibrated to a
few percent or better. These sources can also be used
to ensure that small expected differences in positron
energy scale between fiducial segments can be char-
acterized to the percent level and corrected for in
PROSPECT’s sterile oscillation analysis. Neutrons from
encapsulated AmBe sources will allow calibration of
PSD and determination of neutron detection efficiencies
in each segment. Radioactive and cosmogenic back-
grounds will be used to monitor and calibrate the de-
tector response between source deployments, following
the example of PROSPECT-20 which used 40K, neu-
tron capture on 6Li, and through-going muons. Fi-
nally, the possibility of spiking the scintillator with
O(10�13 g) of 227Ac to exploit the double-a cascade
from 219Rn!215Po!211Pb is being examined. This will
allow a measurement of the uniformity per segment to
1% and enable a relative LiLS mass measurement. Fur-
ther R&D is needed to ensure that dissolution and uni-
form distribution is possible without introducing un-
wanted backgrounds.

D. Research and Development Status

The PROSPECT collaboration has conducted a vigor-
ous R&D program since 2013 [59] and is exceptionally
well prepared to perform the physics measurements
described in Sec. III. Here we describe the central el-
ements of that R&D program including logistics and
background studies at multiple reactors, detector de-
sign, liquid scintillator development, prototype opera-

tion, and simulation development and validation. Col-
lectively, these efforts demonstrate that the PROSPECT
AD-I design for Phase I can be installed in a research re-
actor facility, meet the necessary performance require-
ments, and that both reactor-generated and cosmogenic
backgrounds can be controlled.

1. Reactor Facility Background Measurements

To obtain the broadest sensitivity to the possible exis-
tence of additional neutrino states [58] and to maximize
the event rate for a precision ne energy spectrum mea-
surement, Phase I PROSPECT must be placed as close
to a reactor core as is practical. In such a location, g-
rays and neutrons produced by reactor operation can-
not be neglected, and indeed would be the dominant
background source without careful attention to shield-
ing. Furthermore, most facilities have minimal over-
burden, thus cosmogenic backgrounds are significant
relative to the expected signal rate. In particular, fast
neutrons from air showers can yield backgrounds that
are challenging to shield, either with passive or active
approaches.

The PROSPECT collaboration has conducted a care-
ful assessment of natural and reactor generated back-
ground radiation that is reported in [54]. These mea-
surements included high and moderate resolution g-
ray spectroscopy, fast and thermal neutron flux, muon
flux, and fast neutron spectroscopy. Reactor facilities
exhibit significant spatial variation in both g-ray and
neutron backgrounds due to irregular shielding, local-
ized shielding leakage paths, or piping carrying acti-
vated materials (Fig. 13), thus site-specific characteriza-
tion of background is essential to optimize a shielding
design. Localized shielding applied to compact back-
ground sources can be a cost- and weight-efficient ap-
proach to reducing background. Such an approach has
been demonstrated quite successfully at the HFIR site
(Fig. 13). The measurements described in Section IV D 4
show that targeted shielding, in addition to a carefully
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FIG. 3. Layout of the PROSPECT experiment. Shown are the HFIR reactor core and the two antineutrino detectors, AD-I and
AD-II. Phase I consists of a movable antineutrino detector, AD-I, operated for three years at a baseline range of 7–12 m. Phase II
adds a ⇠10-ton detector, AD-II, at 15–19 m for an extra three years of data taking.

time [27], this effect results in an average deficit of 5.7%
in all the short-baseline reactor ne measurements. This
discrepancy between data and prediction, referred to
as the “reactor antineutrino anomaly” [3], represents a
deficit in the ratio of observed to expected ne from unity
significant at 98.6% confidence level.

An independent cross-check was performed using an
approach based only on an improved conversion of the
ILL reference b� spectrum, which minimized the use
of nuclear databases [2]. Virtual b-branches were used
to convert the ILL reference to an ne spectrum, yield-
ing a net increase of ⇠6% in antineutrino predictions,
consistent with the flux predicted in [1]. The cause of
the increase relative to past predictions was also under-
stood to be due to the use of improved nuclear correc-
tions, the updated neutron lifetime, and the application
of corrections to the beta decay spectrum at the branch
level, in contrast to the “effective” correction used in
past predictions. Additionally, blind analyses from re-
cent kilometer baseline precision rate measurements are
consistent with the previous reactor experiments [6–8].
The disagreement between modern reactor ne flux pre-
dictions and measurement is therefore well-established.

Oscillations at short baselines due to a new type
of neutrino with a mass splitting of Dm2⇠1 eV2 have
been proposed as one explanation for these observa-
tions [3]. With invisible decay width results from Z bo-
son measurements stringently limiting the number of
active neutrino flavors to three [27], any additional ex-
isting neutrino should be ’sterile’ and not participate in
weak interactions. The oscillation arising from such a
neutrino with eV-scale mass splitting can be observed
at baselines around 10 m from a compact reactor core.

Deficiencies in the flux prediction methods and/or
imperfections in the measured data underlying them
should also be considered as an explanation for the “re-
actor anomaly.” For example, incomplete nuclear data

for the beta decays contributing to the reactor spectrum
as well as uncertainties in the corrections applied to in-
dividual beta spectra may lead to significant uncertain-
ties in the conversion procedure between the reference
beta electron and the emitted ne spectra [28]. Observed
spectral discrepancies in addition to the flux deficit, as
described in the next section, highlight this concern.
More data is needed to understand and explain these
observations. PROSPECT can address both of these
possibilities through a high precision spectral measure-
ment in addition to an oscillation search for sterile neu-
trinos, and therefore provide a comprehensive solution
to the present “reactor anomalies.”

B. Reactor Spectrum Anomaly

Neutron-rich fission fragments within a reactor emit
ne via beta decay with an energy spectrum dependent
on the transition between initial and final nuclear states
of the particular isotope. The total energy spectrum
S(En) can be expressed as a sum of the decay rate of
each unstable isotope i in the reactor, Ri, times the
branching fraction for beta decay fij to the nuclear state
j with an energy spectrum Sij(En),

S(En) = Â
i

Ri Â
j

fijSij(En). (1)

While this calculation is straightforward in principle,
it is complex in practice. More than 1000 unstable
isotopes contribute, and many fission yields and in-
dividual beta decay spectra are poorly known. For
those measured, there can still be significant uncer-
tainty in the decay levels, branching fractions, and
ne energy spectra. It has recently been demonstrated
that the two major nuclear databases, ENDF and JEFF,
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FIG. 3. Layout of the PROSPECT experiment. Shown are the HFIR reactor core and the two antineutrino detectors, AD-I and
AD-II. Phase I consists of a movable antineutrino detector, AD-I, operated for three years at a baseline range of 7–12 m. Phase II
adds a ⇠10-ton detector, AD-II, at 15–19 m for an extra three years of data taking.

time [27], this effect results in an average deficit of 5.7%
in all the short-baseline reactor ne measurements. This
discrepancy between data and prediction, referred to
as the “reactor antineutrino anomaly” [3], represents a
deficit in the ratio of observed to expected ne from unity
significant at 98.6% confidence level.

An independent cross-check was performed using an
approach based only on an improved conversion of the
ILL reference b� spectrum, which minimized the use
of nuclear databases [2]. Virtual b-branches were used
to convert the ILL reference to an ne spectrum, yield-
ing a net increase of ⇠6% in antineutrino predictions,
consistent with the flux predicted in [1]. The cause of
the increase relative to past predictions was also under-
stood to be due to the use of improved nuclear correc-
tions, the updated neutron lifetime, and the application
of corrections to the beta decay spectrum at the branch
level, in contrast to the “effective” correction used in
past predictions. Additionally, blind analyses from re-
cent kilometer baseline precision rate measurements are
consistent with the previous reactor experiments [6–8].
The disagreement between modern reactor ne flux pre-
dictions and measurement is therefore well-established.

Oscillations at short baselines due to a new type
of neutrino with a mass splitting of Dm2⇠1 eV2 have
been proposed as one explanation for these observa-
tions [3]. With invisible decay width results from Z bo-
son measurements stringently limiting the number of
active neutrino flavors to three [27], any additional ex-
isting neutrino should be ’sterile’ and not participate in
weak interactions. The oscillation arising from such a
neutrino with eV-scale mass splitting can be observed
at baselines around 10 m from a compact reactor core.

Deficiencies in the flux prediction methods and/or
imperfections in the measured data underlying them
should also be considered as an explanation for the “re-
actor anomaly.” For example, incomplete nuclear data

for the beta decays contributing to the reactor spectrum
as well as uncertainties in the corrections applied to in-
dividual beta spectra may lead to significant uncertain-
ties in the conversion procedure between the reference
beta electron and the emitted ne spectra [28]. Observed
spectral discrepancies in addition to the flux deficit, as
described in the next section, highlight this concern.
More data is needed to understand and explain these
observations. PROSPECT can address both of these
possibilities through a high precision spectral measure-
ment in addition to an oscillation search for sterile neu-
trinos, and therefore provide a comprehensive solution
to the present “reactor anomalies.”

B. Reactor Spectrum Anomaly

Neutron-rich fission fragments within a reactor emit
ne via beta decay with an energy spectrum dependent
on the transition between initial and final nuclear states
of the particular isotope. The total energy spectrum
S(En) can be expressed as a sum of the decay rate of
each unstable isotope i in the reactor, Ri, times the
branching fraction for beta decay fij to the nuclear state
j with an energy spectrum Sij(En),

S(En) = Â
i

Ri Â
j

fijSij(En). (1)

While this calculation is straightforward in principle,
it is complex in practice. More than 1000 unstable
isotopes contribute, and many fission yields and in-
dividual beta decay spectra are poorly known. For
those measured, there can still be significant uncer-
tainty in the decay levels, branching fractions, and
ne energy spectra. It has recently been demonstrated
that the two major nuclear databases, ENDF and JEFF,
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FIG. 3. Layout of the PROSPECT experiment. Shown are the HFIR reactor core and the two antineutrino detectors, AD-I and
AD-II. Phase I consists of a movable antineutrino detector, AD-I, operated for three years at a baseline range of 7–12 m. Phase II
adds a ⇠10-ton detector, AD-II, at 15–19 m for an extra three years of data taking.

time [27], this effect results in an average deficit of 5.7%
in all the short-baseline reactor ne measurements. This
discrepancy between data and prediction, referred to
as the “reactor antineutrino anomaly” [3], represents a
deficit in the ratio of observed to expected ne from unity
significant at 98.6% confidence level.

An independent cross-check was performed using an
approach based only on an improved conversion of the
ILL reference b� spectrum, which minimized the use
of nuclear databases [2]. Virtual b-branches were used
to convert the ILL reference to an ne spectrum, yield-
ing a net increase of ⇠6% in antineutrino predictions,
consistent with the flux predicted in [1]. The cause of
the increase relative to past predictions was also under-
stood to be due to the use of improved nuclear correc-
tions, the updated neutron lifetime, and the application
of corrections to the beta decay spectrum at the branch
level, in contrast to the “effective” correction used in
past predictions. Additionally, blind analyses from re-
cent kilometer baseline precision rate measurements are
consistent with the previous reactor experiments [6–8].
The disagreement between modern reactor ne flux pre-
dictions and measurement is therefore well-established.

Oscillations at short baselines due to a new type
of neutrino with a mass splitting of Dm2⇠1 eV2 have
been proposed as one explanation for these observa-
tions [3]. With invisible decay width results from Z bo-
son measurements stringently limiting the number of
active neutrino flavors to three [27], any additional ex-
isting neutrino should be ’sterile’ and not participate in
weak interactions. The oscillation arising from such a
neutrino with eV-scale mass splitting can be observed
at baselines around 10 m from a compact reactor core.

Deficiencies in the flux prediction methods and/or
imperfections in the measured data underlying them
should also be considered as an explanation for the “re-
actor anomaly.” For example, incomplete nuclear data

for the beta decays contributing to the reactor spectrum
as well as uncertainties in the corrections applied to in-
dividual beta spectra may lead to significant uncertain-
ties in the conversion procedure between the reference
beta electron and the emitted ne spectra [28]. Observed
spectral discrepancies in addition to the flux deficit, as
described in the next section, highlight this concern.
More data is needed to understand and explain these
observations. PROSPECT can address both of these
possibilities through a high precision spectral measure-
ment in addition to an oscillation search for sterile neu-
trinos, and therefore provide a comprehensive solution
to the present “reactor anomalies.”

B. Reactor Spectrum Anomaly

Neutron-rich fission fragments within a reactor emit
ne via beta decay with an energy spectrum dependent
on the transition between initial and final nuclear states
of the particular isotope. The total energy spectrum
S(En) can be expressed as a sum of the decay rate of
each unstable isotope i in the reactor, Ri, times the
branching fraction for beta decay fij to the nuclear state
j with an energy spectrum Sij(En),

S(En) = Â
i

Ri Â
j

fijSij(En). (1)

While this calculation is straightforward in principle,
it is complex in practice. More than 1000 unstable
isotopes contribute, and many fission yields and in-
dividual beta decay spectra are poorly known. For
those measured, there can still be significant uncer-
tainty in the decay levels, branching fractions, and
ne energy spectra. It has recently been demonstrated
that the two major nuclear databases, ENDF and JEFF,
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High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR)
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• 85 MW, highly enriched 235U, light water moderated 
• Regular reactor-on periods lasting 25 days, with 

roughly equal periods of down time in between 
• Well understood reactor core, including simulation

https://neutrons.ornl.gov/hfir
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https://neutrons.ornl.gov/hfir
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FIG. 13. (Top) g-ray count rates (s�1) for an unshielded
2” NaI(Tl) detector with HFIR at power. The core is at
(x, y, z) = (�4.06, 0,�3.85). Strong spatial variation is caused
by a plugged beam tube located at (x, y, z) = (0, 1, 0). (Bot-
tom) Energy spectra for a horizontally collimated 2” NaI(Tl)
detector for varying configurations of a lead wall, with HFIR
at power. The shield is centered at the location of highest
g-ray intensity, (x, y, z) = (0, 1, 0). The background rate is
significantly reduced, even at high energies.

designed shielding package, can yield excellent control
of reactor related backgrounds.

The flux and spectrum of cosmogenic fast neutrons
observed within the minimal overburden provided by
the HFIR building is essentially unaltered compared to
standard reference measurements (e.g. [70, 71]), which
can therefore be used as source terms in simulation
studies. The results of these studies have been inte-
gral to the design of the Phase I PROSPECT AD-I and
have been validated using a series of prototype detec-
tors as described in Section IV D 3. The detailed under-
standing of fast neutron related backgrounds afforded
by this work has enabled the development of a series
of effective analysis cuts that yield an expected S:B of
better than 1:1 as described in Section V.

2. Liquid Scintillator Development

Liquid scintillator is the standard detection medium
for reactor ne detectors due to the high abundance of
free proton targets, providing excellent pulse shape
discrimination, high light yield, and lower cost than
plastic scintillator. Liquid scintillators are frequently

FIG. 14. Comparison between unloaded EJ-309 and three dif-
ferent LiLS formulations. (Top) Response to 60Co, demon-
strating the relative light yield. (Bottom) Comparison of PSD
distributions when exposed to 252Cf. Li-EJ309 has the best
performance amongst Li-loaded materials.

loaded with gadolinium to decrease the mean neutron
capture time and yield a high-energy capture signal.
However, gadolinium is ill-suited to compact detectors
where neutron-capture g-rays will often escape the ac-
tive volume. Neutron capture on 6Li produces a highly
localized (⌧ 1 mm) energy deposition from the reac-
tion n+6Li! a + t + 4.78 MeV, making it well suited
for use in compact detectors. While the high dE/dx of
the alpha and triton results in a quenched light yield
(electron equivalent energy of 0.6 MeVee), it also allows
discrimination from equivalent-energy electromagnetic
backgrounds using the PSD capability of certain liquid
scintillators.

Previously available Li-loaded liquid scintillators
were based on toxic and flammable solvents that can
no longer be used in reactor facilities. Therefore, a mul-
tiyear research and development effort has explored the
feasibility of three new low-toxicity and high-flashpoint
scintillator bases, LAB, UltimaGold, and EJ-309 [69, 72].
Surfactants are used to form a micro-emulsion contain-
ing 6LiCl, creating a dynamically-stable mixture that
retains the PSD capability of the base scintillator. Ex-
tensive studies were performed with each formulation
to characterize light yield and PSD performance using
g-ray and neutron sources.

The EJ-309-based LiLS was found to have the best
light yield and PSD performance (Fig. 14). Li-EJ309 has
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FIG. 15. (Top) Measured PE spectra including the Compton
edge of 60Co and 217Bi g-rays and the quenched (n, Li) capture
peak from 252Cf neutron source. (Bottom) PSD performance
of Li-EJ309. The upper band is neutron-like events with (n,Li)
captures at ⇡ 0.6 MeV dominating the statistics. The lower
band shows g-like events.

a proton density of 5.5 ⇥ 1022/cm3, light yield above
6500 photons/MeV, and a bulk attenuation length of
⇠4 m. The stability of Li-EJ309 samples has been mon-
itored for approximately one year, with the light yield
shown to be stable within the 2% measurement uncer-
tainty.

A materials compatibility program studied all com-
ponents potentially in contact with Li-EJ309 for ex-
tended periods of time. The AD-I interior will be con-
structed only with components that have been quali-
fied, i.e. found to be stable and not degrade LS per-
formance. Acceptable materials include cast acrylic,
Teflon, polycarbonate and PLA plastics (clear and col-
ored), Viton, and Acetal.

3. Detector Prototyping

PROSPECT has prototyped many key elements of the
proposed AD-I design, including constructing test de-
tectors to validate the light collection efficiency and PSD
performance and the low-mass reflector system that op-
tically segments the active liquid scintillator target.

An acrylic test detector (15 cm ⇥ 15 cm ⇥ 1 m), re-
ferred to as ”PROSPECT-20”, was produced to validate
the performance of the AD-I optical design. The ef-
fects of different PMT models, single versus double-
ended readout, reflector types and coupling methods
have been explored and reported in [73]. As shown in
Fig. 16, the detector utilized internal reflectors similar
to the low-mass panels discussed below and the R6594
PMTs chosen for AD-I [74]. Filled with EJ-309 [69],
a light collection of 841±17 photoelectrons (PE)/MeV
was observed with excellent PSD performance: a rejec-
tion factor of 104 for g-rays was achieved while pre-
serving 99.9% of the (n,Li) capture signal between 0.5–
0.7 MeV. In addition, both PSD and light collection were
found to be totally uniform along the length of the cell
within systematic and statistical uncertainties. Position
reconstruction along the long axis of PROSPECT-20 uti-
lizing light arrivial time differences between PMTs was
also demonstrated with a 5 cm resolution.

When filled with LiLS an average light collection
of 522±16 PE/MeV was measured with three g-ray
sources in the range 0.38–2.0 MeV (Fig. 15). The
demonstrated PE/MeV exceeds the goal of 500 PE/MeV
needed to achieve the target 4.5%/

p
E(MeV) energy

resolution. Excellent uniformity and PSD performance
was again demonstrated at the (n,Li) capture peak and
above (Fig. 15) enabling preservation of 99.9% of the
(n,Li) signal while rejecting the same fraction of g-ray
events. The mean neutron capture time is observed to
be 40 µs.

For the optical segmentation system, low-mass reflec-
tor panels have been developed by adhering 3M En-
hanced Specular Reflector (ESR) [75] to both sides of
a rigid 0.6 mm thick carbon fiber sheet, and then en-
closing this assembly in a Teflon sleeve via heat bond-
ing. The result is a large area, low-mass, highly reflec-
tive assembly that is hermetic and liquid scintillator-
compatible. A structural support system, described in
Sec. IV B, was prototyped using polycarbonate and 3D-
printed white PLA plastic, which allowed for rapid fab-
rication and testing cycles. A nine-segment mechani-
cal mock-up of the structure has been used to develop
assembly procedures and demonstrate the mechanical
robustness of the segmentation system.

4. Onsite Prototype Detector Operation and Simulation
Validation

PROSPECT has deployed multiple liquid scintillator
prototype detectors and shielding packages at HFIR
since mid-2014 to characterize backgrounds in-situ and
develop a working knowledge of facility regulations,
operating procedures and work control processes. De-
tector size was increased by a hundredfold, from an
initial 100 ml EJ-309 cell to a 23 l cell containing LiLS
(PROSPECT-20). The shielding packages have likewise
grown from a small lead brick cave to a multilayered
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FIG. 16. Prototype detectors and shielding installed at the HFIR experimental location. (a) The PROSPECT-2 prototype within a
partially assembled polyethylene and lead shield. (b) The PROSPECT-20 prototype with internal reflectors added after operation
at HFIR. (c) The PROSPECT-20 shielding enclosure at HFIR.

FIG. 17. (Top) Time separation between prompt and delayed
signals (black) for reactor-off operation of PROSPECT-20 with
different analysis cuts applied: delay energy (red), fast neu-
trons (blue), and IBD-like (purple). (Bottom) Comparison
of PROSPECT-20 IBD-like event prompt energy spectra with
HFIR on (black) and off (red).

shield of water bricks [76], High Density Polyethy-
lene (HDPE), 5% borated HDPE and lead with a total
volume nearly 1/4 that of the proposed AD-I design
(Fig. 16).

Data have been collected over nine months through
multiple reactor cycles. Analysis cuts were developed

to isolate IBD-like events and elucidate the event types
that produce background at this location. The time sep-
aration (Fig. 17 top) spectrum between prompt and de-
layed signals is dominated by a random background
that is constant in time, but also exhibits an exponen-
tially decaying time-correlated component consistent
with that observed for correlated particle processes that
terminate in a neutron capture. IBD is one such process
(prompt e+ followed by neutron capture), as are corre-
lated backgrounds due to fast neutron recoil followed
by capture or capture of multiple spallation neutrons.

Application of a simple energy cut around the (n,Li)
capture peak for the delayed signal in an event pair re-
duces the random component by a factor of 2.8, demon-
strating, in part, the utility of LiLS for a compact de-
tector. Applying selections based upon PSD provides
further information: requiring that the prompt signal
fall in the neutron recoil band (blue curve in Fig 17) in-
dicates that the majority of time-correlated background
events in PROSPECT-20 are due to fast neutron recoil
followed by capture. Finally, applying selections con-
sistent with IBD events (prompt PSD in g-like band,
delayed signal in (n,Li) energy and PSD region) re-
duces the initial coincidence rate by a factor of 55 and
reveals the IBD-like background to be dominated by
time-correlated pairs (magenta curve). Accidental coin-
cidences due to reactor-produced g-rays following this
selection are minimal due to the selectivity of the 6Li
neutron capture signature and targeted shielding ap-
plied to background “hot-spots” at HFIR. Comparison
of IBD-like event energy spectra with the reactor on and
off (Fig. 17 bottom) indicates that IBD-like backgrounds
are cosmogenic and that reactor generated backgrounds
are negligible.
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at HFIR. (c) The PROSPECT-20 shielding enclosure at HFIR.
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signals (black) for reactor-off operation of PROSPECT-20 with
different analysis cuts applied: delay energy (red), fast neu-
trons (blue), and IBD-like (purple). (Bottom) Comparison
of PROSPECT-20 IBD-like event prompt energy spectra with
HFIR on (black) and off (red).

shield of water bricks [76], High Density Polyethy-
lene (HDPE), 5% borated HDPE and lead with a total
volume nearly 1/4 that of the proposed AD-I design
(Fig. 16).

Data have been collected over nine months through
multiple reactor cycles. Analysis cuts were developed

to isolate IBD-like events and elucidate the event types
that produce background at this location. The time sep-
aration (Fig. 17 top) spectrum between prompt and de-
layed signals is dominated by a random background
that is constant in time, but also exhibits an exponen-
tially decaying time-correlated component consistent
with that observed for correlated particle processes that
terminate in a neutron capture. IBD is one such process
(prompt e+ followed by neutron capture), as are corre-
lated backgrounds due to fast neutron recoil followed
by capture or capture of multiple spallation neutrons.

Application of a simple energy cut around the (n,Li)
capture peak for the delayed signal in an event pair re-
duces the random component by a factor of 2.8, demon-
strating, in part, the utility of LiLS for a compact de-
tector. Applying selections based upon PSD provides
further information: requiring that the prompt signal
fall in the neutron recoil band (blue curve in Fig 17) in-
dicates that the majority of time-correlated background
events in PROSPECT-20 are due to fast neutron recoil
followed by capture. Finally, applying selections con-
sistent with IBD events (prompt PSD in g-like band,
delayed signal in (n,Li) energy and PSD region) re-
duces the initial coincidence rate by a factor of 55 and
reveals the IBD-like background to be dominated by
time-correlated pairs (magenta curve). Accidental coin-
cidences due to reactor-produced g-rays following this
selection are minimal due to the selectivity of the 6Li
neutron capture signature and targeted shielding ap-
plied to background “hot-spots” at HFIR. Comparison
of IBD-like event energy spectra with the reactor on and
off (Fig. 17 bottom) indicates that IBD-like backgrounds
are cosmogenic and that reactor generated backgrounds
are negligible.
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FIG. 17. (Top) Time separation between prompt and delayed
signals (black) for reactor-off operation of PROSPECT-20 with
different analysis cuts applied: delay energy (red), fast neu-
trons (blue), and IBD-like (purple). (Bottom) Comparison
of PROSPECT-20 IBD-like event prompt energy spectra with
HFIR on (black) and off (red).

shield of water bricks [76], High Density Polyethy-
lene (HDPE), 5% borated HDPE and lead with a total
volume nearly 1/4 that of the proposed AD-I design
(Fig. 16).

Data have been collected over nine months through
multiple reactor cycles. Analysis cuts were developed

to isolate IBD-like events and elucidate the event types
that produce background at this location. The time sep-
aration (Fig. 17 top) spectrum between prompt and de-
layed signals is dominated by a random background
that is constant in time, but also exhibits an exponen-
tially decaying time-correlated component consistent
with that observed for correlated particle processes that
terminate in a neutron capture. IBD is one such process
(prompt e+ followed by neutron capture), as are corre-
lated backgrounds due to fast neutron recoil followed
by capture or capture of multiple spallation neutrons.

Application of a simple energy cut around the (n,Li)
capture peak for the delayed signal in an event pair re-
duces the random component by a factor of 2.8, demon-
strating, in part, the utility of LiLS for a compact de-
tector. Applying selections based upon PSD provides
further information: requiring that the prompt signal
fall in the neutron recoil band (blue curve in Fig 17) in-
dicates that the majority of time-correlated background
events in PROSPECT-20 are due to fast neutron recoil
followed by capture. Finally, applying selections con-
sistent with IBD events (prompt PSD in g-like band,
delayed signal in (n,Li) energy and PSD region) re-
duces the initial coincidence rate by a factor of 55 and
reveals the IBD-like background to be dominated by
time-correlated pairs (magenta curve). Accidental coin-
cidences due to reactor-produced g-rays following this
selection are minimal due to the selectivity of the 6Li
neutron capture signature and targeted shielding ap-
plied to background “hot-spots” at HFIR. Comparison
of IBD-like event energy spectra with the reactor on and
off (Fig. 17 bottom) indicates that IBD-like backgrounds
are cosmogenic and that reactor generated backgrounds
are negligible.
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FIG. 17. (Top) Time separation between prompt and delayed
signals (black) for reactor-off operation of PROSPECT-20 with
different analysis cuts applied: delay energy (red), fast neu-
trons (blue), and IBD-like (purple). (Bottom) Comparison
of PROSPECT-20 IBD-like event prompt energy spectra with
HFIR on (black) and off (red).

shield of water bricks [76], High Density Polyethy-
lene (HDPE), 5% borated HDPE and lead with a total
volume nearly 1/4 that of the proposed AD-I design
(Fig. 16).

Data have been collected over nine months through
multiple reactor cycles. Analysis cuts were developed

to isolate IBD-like events and elucidate the event types
that produce background at this location. The time sep-
aration (Fig. 17 top) spectrum between prompt and de-
layed signals is dominated by a random background
that is constant in time, but also exhibits an exponen-
tially decaying time-correlated component consistent
with that observed for correlated particle processes that
terminate in a neutron capture. IBD is one such process
(prompt e+ followed by neutron capture), as are corre-
lated backgrounds due to fast neutron recoil followed
by capture or capture of multiple spallation neutrons.

Application of a simple energy cut around the (n,Li)
capture peak for the delayed signal in an event pair re-
duces the random component by a factor of 2.8, demon-
strating, in part, the utility of LiLS for a compact de-
tector. Applying selections based upon PSD provides
further information: requiring that the prompt signal
fall in the neutron recoil band (blue curve in Fig 17) in-
dicates that the majority of time-correlated background
events in PROSPECT-20 are due to fast neutron recoil
followed by capture. Finally, applying selections con-
sistent with IBD events (prompt PSD in g-like band,
delayed signal in (n,Li) energy and PSD region) re-
duces the initial coincidence rate by a factor of 55 and
reveals the IBD-like background to be dominated by
time-correlated pairs (magenta curve). Accidental coin-
cidences due to reactor-produced g-rays following this
selection are minimal due to the selectivity of the 6Li
neutron capture signature and targeted shielding ap-
plied to background “hot-spots” at HFIR. Comparison
of IBD-like event energy spectra with the reactor on and
off (Fig. 17 bottom) indicates that IBD-like backgrounds
are cosmogenic and that reactor generated backgrounds
are negligible.
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FIG. 17. (Top) Time separation between prompt and delayed
signals (black) for reactor-off operation of PROSPECT-20 with
different analysis cuts applied: delay energy (red), fast neu-
trons (blue), and IBD-like (purple). (Bottom) Comparison
of PROSPECT-20 IBD-like event prompt energy spectra with
HFIR on (black) and off (red).

shield of water bricks [76], High Density Polyethy-
lene (HDPE), 5% borated HDPE and lead with a total
volume nearly 1/4 that of the proposed AD-I design
(Fig. 16).

Data have been collected over nine months through
multiple reactor cycles. Analysis cuts were developed

to isolate IBD-like events and elucidate the event types
that produce background at this location. The time sep-
aration (Fig. 17 top) spectrum between prompt and de-
layed signals is dominated by a random background
that is constant in time, but also exhibits an exponen-
tially decaying time-correlated component consistent
with that observed for correlated particle processes that
terminate in a neutron capture. IBD is one such process
(prompt e+ followed by neutron capture), as are corre-
lated backgrounds due to fast neutron recoil followed
by capture or capture of multiple spallation neutrons.

Application of a simple energy cut around the (n,Li)
capture peak for the delayed signal in an event pair re-
duces the random component by a factor of 2.8, demon-
strating, in part, the utility of LiLS for a compact de-
tector. Applying selections based upon PSD provides
further information: requiring that the prompt signal
fall in the neutron recoil band (blue curve in Fig 17) in-
dicates that the majority of time-correlated background
events in PROSPECT-20 are due to fast neutron recoil
followed by capture. Finally, applying selections con-
sistent with IBD events (prompt PSD in g-like band,
delayed signal in (n,Li) energy and PSD region) re-
duces the initial coincidence rate by a factor of 55 and
reveals the IBD-like background to be dominated by
time-correlated pairs (magenta curve). Accidental coin-
cidences due to reactor-produced g-rays following this
selection are minimal due to the selectivity of the 6Li
neutron capture signature and targeted shielding ap-
plied to background “hot-spots” at HFIR. Comparison
of IBD-like event energy spectra with the reactor on and
off (Fig. 17 bottom) indicates that IBD-like backgrounds
are cosmogenic and that reactor generated backgrounds
are negligible.
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partially assembled polyethylene and lead shield. (b) The PROSPECT-20 prototype with internal reflectors added after operation
at HFIR. (c) The PROSPECT-20 shielding enclosure at HFIR.
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FIG. 17. (Top) Time separation between prompt and delayed
signals (black) for reactor-off operation of PROSPECT-20 with
different analysis cuts applied: delay energy (red), fast neu-
trons (blue), and IBD-like (purple). (Bottom) Comparison
of PROSPECT-20 IBD-like event prompt energy spectra with
HFIR on (black) and off (red).

shield of water bricks [76], High Density Polyethy-
lene (HDPE), 5% borated HDPE and lead with a total
volume nearly 1/4 that of the proposed AD-I design
(Fig. 16).

Data have been collected over nine months through
multiple reactor cycles. Analysis cuts were developed

to isolate IBD-like events and elucidate the event types
that produce background at this location. The time sep-
aration (Fig. 17 top) spectrum between prompt and de-
layed signals is dominated by a random background
that is constant in time, but also exhibits an exponen-
tially decaying time-correlated component consistent
with that observed for correlated particle processes that
terminate in a neutron capture. IBD is one such process
(prompt e+ followed by neutron capture), as are corre-
lated backgrounds due to fast neutron recoil followed
by capture or capture of multiple spallation neutrons.

Application of a simple energy cut around the (n,Li)
capture peak for the delayed signal in an event pair re-
duces the random component by a factor of 2.8, demon-
strating, in part, the utility of LiLS for a compact de-
tector. Applying selections based upon PSD provides
further information: requiring that the prompt signal
fall in the neutron recoil band (blue curve in Fig 17) in-
dicates that the majority of time-correlated background
events in PROSPECT-20 are due to fast neutron recoil
followed by capture. Finally, applying selections con-
sistent with IBD events (prompt PSD in g-like band,
delayed signal in (n,Li) energy and PSD region) re-
duces the initial coincidence rate by a factor of 55 and
reveals the IBD-like background to be dominated by
time-correlated pairs (magenta curve). Accidental coin-
cidences due to reactor-produced g-rays following this
selection are minimal due to the selectivity of the 6Li
neutron capture signature and targeted shielding ap-
plied to background “hot-spots” at HFIR. Comparison
of IBD-like event energy spectra with the reactor on and
off (Fig. 17 bottom) indicates that IBD-like backgrounds
are cosmogenic and that reactor generated backgrounds
are negligible.
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FIG. 16. Prototype detectors and shielding installed at the HFIR experimental location. (a) The PROSPECT-2 prototype within a
partially assembled polyethylene and lead shield. (b) The PROSPECT-20 prototype with internal reflectors added after operation
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FIG. 17. (Top) Time separation between prompt and delayed
signals (black) for reactor-off operation of PROSPECT-20 with
different analysis cuts applied: delay energy (red), fast neu-
trons (blue), and IBD-like (purple). (Bottom) Comparison
of PROSPECT-20 IBD-like event prompt energy spectra with
HFIR on (black) and off (red).

shield of water bricks [76], High Density Polyethy-
lene (HDPE), 5% borated HDPE and lead with a total
volume nearly 1/4 that of the proposed AD-I design
(Fig. 16).

Data have been collected over nine months through
multiple reactor cycles. Analysis cuts were developed

to isolate IBD-like events and elucidate the event types
that produce background at this location. The time sep-
aration (Fig. 17 top) spectrum between prompt and de-
layed signals is dominated by a random background
that is constant in time, but also exhibits an exponen-
tially decaying time-correlated component consistent
with that observed for correlated particle processes that
terminate in a neutron capture. IBD is one such process
(prompt e+ followed by neutron capture), as are corre-
lated backgrounds due to fast neutron recoil followed
by capture or capture of multiple spallation neutrons.

Application of a simple energy cut around the (n,Li)
capture peak for the delayed signal in an event pair re-
duces the random component by a factor of 2.8, demon-
strating, in part, the utility of LiLS for a compact de-
tector. Applying selections based upon PSD provides
further information: requiring that the prompt signal
fall in the neutron recoil band (blue curve in Fig 17) in-
dicates that the majority of time-correlated background
events in PROSPECT-20 are due to fast neutron recoil
followed by capture. Finally, applying selections con-
sistent with IBD events (prompt PSD in g-like band,
delayed signal in (n,Li) energy and PSD region) re-
duces the initial coincidence rate by a factor of 55 and
reveals the IBD-like background to be dominated by
time-correlated pairs (magenta curve). Accidental coin-
cidences due to reactor-produced g-rays following this
selection are minimal due to the selectivity of the 6Li
neutron capture signature and targeted shielding ap-
plied to background “hot-spots” at HFIR. Comparison
of IBD-like event energy spectra with the reactor on and
off (Fig. 17 bottom) indicates that IBD-like backgrounds
are cosmogenic and that reactor generated backgrounds
are negligible.
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of PROSPECT-20 IBD-like event prompt energy spectra with
HFIR on (black) and off (red).

shield of water bricks [76], High Density Polyethy-
lene (HDPE), 5% borated HDPE and lead with a total
volume nearly 1/4 that of the proposed AD-I design
(Fig. 16).

Data have been collected over nine months through
multiple reactor cycles. Analysis cuts were developed

to isolate IBD-like events and elucidate the event types
that produce background at this location. The time sep-
aration (Fig. 17 top) spectrum between prompt and de-
layed signals is dominated by a random background
that is constant in time, but also exhibits an exponen-
tially decaying time-correlated component consistent
with that observed for correlated particle processes that
terminate in a neutron capture. IBD is one such process
(prompt e+ followed by neutron capture), as are corre-
lated backgrounds due to fast neutron recoil followed
by capture or capture of multiple spallation neutrons.

Application of a simple energy cut around the (n,Li)
capture peak for the delayed signal in an event pair re-
duces the random component by a factor of 2.8, demon-
strating, in part, the utility of LiLS for a compact de-
tector. Applying selections based upon PSD provides
further information: requiring that the prompt signal
fall in the neutron recoil band (blue curve in Fig 17) in-
dicates that the majority of time-correlated background
events in PROSPECT-20 are due to fast neutron recoil
followed by capture. Finally, applying selections con-
sistent with IBD events (prompt PSD in g-like band,
delayed signal in (n,Li) energy and PSD region) re-
duces the initial coincidence rate by a factor of 55 and
reveals the IBD-like background to be dominated by
time-correlated pairs (magenta curve). Accidental coin-
cidences due to reactor-produced g-rays following this
selection are minimal due to the selectivity of the 6Li
neutron capture signature and targeted shielding ap-
plied to background “hot-spots” at HFIR. Comparison
of IBD-like event energy spectra with the reactor on and
off (Fig. 17 bottom) indicates that IBD-like backgrounds
are cosmogenic and that reactor generated backgrounds
are negligible.
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partially assembled polyethylene and lead shield. (b) The PROSPECT-20 prototype with internal reflectors added after operation
at HFIR. (c) The PROSPECT-20 shielding enclosure at HFIR.
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FIG. 17. (Top) Time separation between prompt and delayed
signals (black) for reactor-off operation of PROSPECT-20 with
different analysis cuts applied: delay energy (red), fast neu-
trons (blue), and IBD-like (purple). (Bottom) Comparison
of PROSPECT-20 IBD-like event prompt energy spectra with
HFIR on (black) and off (red).

shield of water bricks [76], High Density Polyethy-
lene (HDPE), 5% borated HDPE and lead with a total
volume nearly 1/4 that of the proposed AD-I design
(Fig. 16).

Data have been collected over nine months through
multiple reactor cycles. Analysis cuts were developed

to isolate IBD-like events and elucidate the event types
that produce background at this location. The time sep-
aration (Fig. 17 top) spectrum between prompt and de-
layed signals is dominated by a random background
that is constant in time, but also exhibits an exponen-
tially decaying time-correlated component consistent
with that observed for correlated particle processes that
terminate in a neutron capture. IBD is one such process
(prompt e+ followed by neutron capture), as are corre-
lated backgrounds due to fast neutron recoil followed
by capture or capture of multiple spallation neutrons.

Application of a simple energy cut around the (n,Li)
capture peak for the delayed signal in an event pair re-
duces the random component by a factor of 2.8, demon-
strating, in part, the utility of LiLS for a compact de-
tector. Applying selections based upon PSD provides
further information: requiring that the prompt signal
fall in the neutron recoil band (blue curve in Fig 17) in-
dicates that the majority of time-correlated background
events in PROSPECT-20 are due to fast neutron recoil
followed by capture. Finally, applying selections con-
sistent with IBD events (prompt PSD in g-like band,
delayed signal in (n,Li) energy and PSD region) re-
duces the initial coincidence rate by a factor of 55 and
reveals the IBD-like background to be dominated by
time-correlated pairs (magenta curve). Accidental coin-
cidences due to reactor-produced g-rays following this
selection are minimal due to the selectivity of the 6Li
neutron capture signature and targeted shielding ap-
plied to background “hot-spots” at HFIR. Comparison
of IBD-like event energy spectra with the reactor on and
off (Fig. 17 bottom) indicates that IBD-like backgrounds
are cosmogenic and that reactor generated backgrounds
are negligible.
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FIG. 16. Prototype detectors and shielding installed at the HFIR experimental location. (a) The PROSPECT-2 prototype within a
partially assembled polyethylene and lead shield. (b) The PROSPECT-20 prototype with internal reflectors added after operation
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FIG. 17. (Top) Time separation between prompt and delayed
signals (black) for reactor-off operation of PROSPECT-20 with
different analysis cuts applied: delay energy (red), fast neu-
trons (blue), and IBD-like (purple). (Bottom) Comparison
of PROSPECT-20 IBD-like event prompt energy spectra with
HFIR on (black) and off (red).

shield of water bricks [76], High Density Polyethy-
lene (HDPE), 5% borated HDPE and lead with a total
volume nearly 1/4 that of the proposed AD-I design
(Fig. 16).

Data have been collected over nine months through
multiple reactor cycles. Analysis cuts were developed

to isolate IBD-like events and elucidate the event types
that produce background at this location. The time sep-
aration (Fig. 17 top) spectrum between prompt and de-
layed signals is dominated by a random background
that is constant in time, but also exhibits an exponen-
tially decaying time-correlated component consistent
with that observed for correlated particle processes that
terminate in a neutron capture. IBD is one such process
(prompt e+ followed by neutron capture), as are corre-
lated backgrounds due to fast neutron recoil followed
by capture or capture of multiple spallation neutrons.

Application of a simple energy cut around the (n,Li)
capture peak for the delayed signal in an event pair re-
duces the random component by a factor of 2.8, demon-
strating, in part, the utility of LiLS for a compact de-
tector. Applying selections based upon PSD provides
further information: requiring that the prompt signal
fall in the neutron recoil band (blue curve in Fig 17) in-
dicates that the majority of time-correlated background
events in PROSPECT-20 are due to fast neutron recoil
followed by capture. Finally, applying selections con-
sistent with IBD events (prompt PSD in g-like band,
delayed signal in (n,Li) energy and PSD region) re-
duces the initial coincidence rate by a factor of 55 and
reveals the IBD-like background to be dominated by
time-correlated pairs (magenta curve). Accidental coin-
cidences due to reactor-produced g-rays following this
selection are minimal due to the selectivity of the 6Li
neutron capture signature and targeted shielding ap-
plied to background “hot-spots” at HFIR. Comparison
of IBD-like event energy spectra with the reactor on and
off (Fig. 17 bottom) indicates that IBD-like backgrounds
are cosmogenic and that reactor generated backgrounds
are negligible.
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Figure 3: P20 “IBD-like” (after anti-shower cut) background timing. Red: data, blue: simulation.
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(b) Updated.

Figure 4: P20 “IBD-like” (after anti-shower cut) background energy. Red: data, blue: simulation.
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(b) Updated.

Figure 3: P20 “IBD-like” (after anti-shower cut) background timing. Red: data, blue: simulation.
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Figure 4: P20 “IBD-like” (after anti-shower cut) background energy. Red: data, blue: simulation.
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FIG. 19. (Top) PROSPECT-20 IBD-like energy distributions
from reactor-off data (red) compared to simulation for cosmic
backgrounds (blue). (Bottom) PROSPECT-20 IBD-like timing
distributions from reactor-off data (red) compared to simula-
tion for cosmic backgrounds (blue).

IBD-like background events in the PROSPECT AD-I.
By design, the multi-segment AD-I provides informa-
tion useful for identifying and vetoing most cosmic
background events. However, high-energy cosmic neu-
trons, which can penetrate undetected deeply into the
active volume before inelastic scattering interactions,
can produce time-correlated prompt ionization, highly
quenched nuclear recoils, and delayed secondary neu-
tron capture signals, and are projected to be the main
background source. The rates of cosmogenically-
produced 9Li and 8He, which also mimic IBD signals,
are estimated to be roughly two orders of magnitude
below the IBD rate, and can be measured with reactor-
off data.

After identification of candidate prompt and delayed
signals via deposited energy and PSD selections, addi-
tional cuts on event topology (including both time and
position information) provide two to three orders of
magnitude in background suppression. Fig. 20 demon-
strates the effectiveness of topology cuts at rejecting
cosmic ray background relative to the IBD signal.

The event selections are as follows. “Time topol-
ogy” cuts include: (1) delayed capture must occur
within 100 µs of the prompt ionization; (2) multiple
hits in the prompt cluster must occur within 5 ns to
reject slower-moving neutron recoil events; (3) events
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Figure 4: P2k total cosmic contributions to IBD-like background (with cuts sequence from pro-
posal).
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Figure 5: P2k signal to background projection after cuts.
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Figure 5: P2k signal to background projection after cuts.
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FIG. 20. (Top) Simulated AD-I IBD signal and background
spectra. Signal (dashed) and background (solid) prompt
spectra are shown through selection cuts described in the
text. Background is primarily produced by cosmogenic fast
neutrons. (Bottom) Simulated AD-I IBD signal (red) and
background (blue) spectra after all analysis cuts. Signal-to-
background of better than 1:1 is predicted. The rate and shape
of the residual IBD-like background can be measured with
high precision during reactor off periods.

Cuts IBD signal Cosmic BG
PSD 1630 2.1e6
Time (1, 2, 3) 1570 3.4e4
Spatial (4, 5) 1440 9900
Fiducial (6) 660 250

TABLE III. Simulated signal and cosmic background rates in
events per day in the energy range 0.8  E  7.2 MeV, after
applying background rejection cuts.

must be isolated from other neutron recoils or captures
in a ±250 µs window, to reject multi-neutron spalla-
tion showers. “Spatial topology” cuts include: (4) the
prompt and delayed signals must be proximate; (5)
multiple segment hits in the prompt signal must be
distributed over a compact volume, rejecting extended
minimum ionizing tracks and many high-energy gam-
mas; (6) events occurring outside the inner fiducial vol-
ume (� one segment width from any active volume sur-
face) are vetoed.

Although fiducialization decreases the effective ac-
tive volume for true IBDs by ⇠50%, it provides a more

After all cuts 
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Figure 3: P20 “IBD-like” (after anti-shower cut) background timing. Red: data, blue: simulation.
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Figure 4: P20 “IBD-like” (after anti-shower cut) background energy. Red: data, blue: simulation.
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Figure 3: P20 “IBD-like” (after anti-shower cut) background timing. Red: data, blue: simulation.
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Figure 4: P20 “IBD-like” (after anti-shower cut) background energy. Red: data, blue: simulation.

3

FIG. 19. (Top) PROSPECT-20 IBD-like energy distributions
from reactor-off data (red) compared to simulation for cosmic
backgrounds (blue). (Bottom) PROSPECT-20 IBD-like timing
distributions from reactor-off data (red) compared to simula-
tion for cosmic backgrounds (blue).

IBD-like background events in the PROSPECT AD-I.
By design, the multi-segment AD-I provides informa-
tion useful for identifying and vetoing most cosmic
background events. However, high-energy cosmic neu-
trons, which can penetrate undetected deeply into the
active volume before inelastic scattering interactions,
can produce time-correlated prompt ionization, highly
quenched nuclear recoils, and delayed secondary neu-
tron capture signals, and are projected to be the main
background source. The rates of cosmogenically-
produced 9Li and 8He, which also mimic IBD signals,
are estimated to be roughly two orders of magnitude
below the IBD rate, and can be measured with reactor-
off data.

After identification of candidate prompt and delayed
signals via deposited energy and PSD selections, addi-
tional cuts on event topology (including both time and
position information) provide two to three orders of
magnitude in background suppression. Fig. 20 demon-
strates the effectiveness of topology cuts at rejecting
cosmic ray background relative to the IBD signal.

The event selections are as follows. “Time topol-
ogy” cuts include: (1) delayed capture must occur
within 100 µs of the prompt ionization; (2) multiple
hits in the prompt cluster must occur within 5 ns to
reject slower-moving neutron recoil events; (3) events
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(b) Updated simulation.

Figure 4: P2k total cosmic contributions to IBD-like background (with cuts sequence from pro-
posal).
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Figure 5: P2k signal to background projection after cuts.
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FIG. 20. (Top) Simulated AD-I IBD signal and background
spectra. Signal (dashed) and background (solid) prompt
spectra are shown through selection cuts described in the
text. Background is primarily produced by cosmogenic fast
neutrons. (Bottom) Simulated AD-I IBD signal (red) and
background (blue) spectra after all analysis cuts. Signal-to-
background of better than 1:1 is predicted. The rate and shape
of the residual IBD-like background can be measured with
high precision during reactor off periods.

Cuts IBD signal Cosmic BG
PSD 1630 2.1e6
Time (1, 2, 3) 1570 3.4e4
Spatial (4, 5) 1440 9900
Fiducial (6) 660 250

TABLE III. Simulated signal and cosmic background rates in
events per day in the energy range 0.8  E  7.2 MeV, after
applying background rejection cuts.

must be isolated from other neutron recoils or captures
in a ±250 µs window, to reject multi-neutron spalla-
tion showers. “Spatial topology” cuts include: (4) the
prompt and delayed signals must be proximate; (5)
multiple segment hits in the prompt signal must be
distributed over a compact volume, rejecting extended
minimum ionizing tracks and many high-energy gam-
mas; (6) events occurring outside the inner fiducial vol-
ume (� one segment width from any active volume sur-
face) are vetoed.

Although fiducialization decreases the effective ac-
tive volume for true IBDs by ⇠50%, it provides a more
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Significant Cosmic Ray Rate in this Configuration
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FIG. 8. (Top) PROSPECT Phase I and Phase II sensitivities
to a single sterile neutrino flavor. Phase I probes the best-fit
point at 4s after 1 year of data taking and has >3s reach of the
favored parameter space after 3 years. The combined reach of
Phase I+II after 3+3 years of data taking yields a 5s coverage
over the majority of the parameter space below Dm2

14⇠10 eV2.
Daya Bay exclusion curve is from [57]. (Bottom) Increase in
oscillation sensitivity to sterile neutrinos during Phase I by
operating AD-I at two positions instead of at the front or mid-
dle position only.

Parameter Value
Reactor
Power 85 MW
Shape Cylinder
Size 0.2 m r ⇥ 0.5 m h
Fuel HEU
Duty cycle 41% reactor-on
Antineutrino Detector 1 (AD-I)
Cross-section 1.2⇥1.45 m2

Proton density 5.5⇥1028 p/m3

Total Target Mass 2940 kg
Fiducialized Target Mass 1480 kg
Baseline range 4.4 m
Efficiency in Fiducial Volume 42%
Position resolution 15 cm
Energy resolution 4.5%/

p
E

S:B Ratio 3.1, 2.6, 1.8
Closest distance 6.9 m, 8.1 m, 9.4 m
Antineutrino Detector 2 (AD-II)
Total Target Mass ⇠10 ton
Fiducialized Target Mass ⇠70%
Baseline range ⇠4 m
Efficiency in Fiducial Volume 42%
Position resolution 15 cm
Energy resolution 4.5%/

p
E

S:B ratio 3.0
Closest distance 15 m
Operational Exposure
Phase I 1, 3 years
Phase II 3 years

TABLE I. Nominal PROSPECT experimental parameters.
Phase I consists of operating AD-I for three years split
between front, middle, and back positions. Phase II adds
AD-II at a longer baseline and operates both detectors for
three additional years.

achieved with Phase II is also shown: after 3 additional
years of operation essentially all parameter space sug-
gested by ne disappearance data below 10 eV2 can be
excluded.

The dependence of the sensitivity on experimental
parameters is examined in Table II. These results clearly
validate the design focus on background rejection and
maximizing target mass, while also highlighting the
value of covering the widest possible baseline range via
movement of AD-I. The increase in sensitivity afforded
by the expanded L/E coverage gained though AD-I
movement is further illustrated in the bottom panel of
Fig. 8. Although the signal decreases as the inverse of
r2, the gain from L/E coverage surpasses the loss due
to reduced signal when the detector is operated equally
at two positions. It must be noted that for the sensitiv-
ity calculation shown this gain is purely from the im-
proved L/E coverage. Moving the detector also gives
a better control of correlated and uncorrelated system-
atic biases, which can be expected to further increase
the sensitivity. The ultimate choice of positions will be
guided by the demonstrated S:B at various baselines.
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FIG. 8. (Top) PROSPECT Phase I and Phase II sensitivities
to a single sterile neutrino flavor. Phase I probes the best-fit
point at 4s after 1 year of data taking and has >3s reach of the
favored parameter space after 3 years. The combined reach of
Phase I+II after 3+3 years of data taking yields a 5s coverage
over the majority of the parameter space below Dm2

14⇠10 eV2.
Daya Bay exclusion curve is from [57]. (Bottom) Increase in
oscillation sensitivity to sterile neutrinos during Phase I by
operating AD-I at two positions instead of at the front or mid-
dle position only.

Parameter Value
Reactor
Power 85 MW
Shape Cylinder
Size 0.2 m r ⇥ 0.5 m h
Fuel HEU
Duty cycle 41% reactor-on
Antineutrino Detector 1 (AD-I)
Cross-section 1.2⇥1.45 m2

Proton density 5.5⇥1028 p/m3

Total Target Mass 2940 kg
Fiducialized Target Mass 1480 kg
Baseline range 4.4 m
Efficiency in Fiducial Volume 42%
Position resolution 15 cm
Energy resolution 4.5%/

p
E

S:B Ratio 3.1, 2.6, 1.8
Closest distance 6.9 m, 8.1 m, 9.4 m
Antineutrino Detector 2 (AD-II)
Total Target Mass ⇠10 ton
Fiducialized Target Mass ⇠70%
Baseline range ⇠4 m
Efficiency in Fiducial Volume 42%
Position resolution 15 cm
Energy resolution 4.5%/

p
E

S:B ratio 3.0
Closest distance 15 m
Operational Exposure
Phase I 1, 3 years
Phase II 3 years

TABLE I. Nominal PROSPECT experimental parameters.
Phase I consists of operating AD-I for three years split
between front, middle, and back positions. Phase II adds
AD-II at a longer baseline and operates both detectors for
three additional years.

achieved with Phase II is also shown: after 3 additional
years of operation essentially all parameter space sug-
gested by ne disappearance data below 10 eV2 can be
excluded.

The dependence of the sensitivity on experimental
parameters is examined in Table II. These results clearly
validate the design focus on background rejection and
maximizing target mass, while also highlighting the
value of covering the widest possible baseline range via
movement of AD-I. The increase in sensitivity afforded
by the expanded L/E coverage gained though AD-I
movement is further illustrated in the bottom panel of
Fig. 8. Although the signal decreases as the inverse of
r2, the gain from L/E coverage surpasses the loss due
to reduced signal when the detector is operated equally
at two positions. It must be noted that for the sensitiv-
ity calculation shown this gain is purely from the im-
proved L/E coverage. Moving the detector also gives
a better control of correlated and uncorrelated system-
atic biases, which can be expected to further increase
the sensitivity. The ultimate choice of positions will be
guided by the demonstrated S:B at various baselines.
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FIG. 8. (Top) PROSPECT Phase I and Phase II sensitivities
to a single sterile neutrino flavor. Phase I probes the best-fit
point at 4s after 1 year of data taking and has >3s reach of the
favored parameter space after 3 years. The combined reach of
Phase I+II after 3+3 years of data taking yields a 5s coverage
over the majority of the parameter space below Dm2

14⇠10 eV2.
Daya Bay exclusion curve is from [57]. (Bottom) Increase in
oscillation sensitivity to sterile neutrinos during Phase I by
operating AD-I at two positions instead of at the front or mid-
dle position only.

Parameter Value
Reactor
Power 85 MW
Shape Cylinder
Size 0.2 m r ⇥ 0.5 m h
Fuel HEU
Duty cycle 41% reactor-on
Antineutrino Detector 1 (AD-I)
Cross-section 1.2⇥1.45 m2

Proton density 5.5⇥1028 p/m3

Total Target Mass 2940 kg
Fiducialized Target Mass 1480 kg
Baseline range 4.4 m
Efficiency in Fiducial Volume 42%
Position resolution 15 cm
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p
E

S:B Ratio 3.1, 2.6, 1.8
Closest distance 6.9 m, 8.1 m, 9.4 m
Antineutrino Detector 2 (AD-II)
Total Target Mass ⇠10 ton
Fiducialized Target Mass ⇠70%
Baseline range ⇠4 m
Efficiency in Fiducial Volume 42%
Position resolution 15 cm
Energy resolution 4.5%/

p
E

S:B ratio 3.0
Closest distance 15 m
Operational Exposure
Phase I 1, 3 years
Phase II 3 years

TABLE I. Nominal PROSPECT experimental parameters.
Phase I consists of operating AD-I for three years split
between front, middle, and back positions. Phase II adds
AD-II at a longer baseline and operates both detectors for
three additional years.

achieved with Phase II is also shown: after 3 additional
years of operation essentially all parameter space sug-
gested by ne disappearance data below 10 eV2 can be
excluded.

The dependence of the sensitivity on experimental
parameters is examined in Table II. These results clearly
validate the design focus on background rejection and
maximizing target mass, while also highlighting the
value of covering the widest possible baseline range via
movement of AD-I. The increase in sensitivity afforded
by the expanded L/E coverage gained though AD-I
movement is further illustrated in the bottom panel of
Fig. 8. Although the signal decreases as the inverse of
r2, the gain from L/E coverage surpasses the loss due
to reduced signal when the detector is operated equally
at two positions. It must be noted that for the sensitiv-
ity calculation shown this gain is purely from the im-
proved L/E coverage. Moving the detector also gives
a better control of correlated and uncorrelated system-
atic biases, which can be expected to further increase
the sensitivity. The ultimate choice of positions will be
guided by the demonstrated S:B at various baselines.
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FIG. 8. (Top) PROSPECT Phase I and Phase II sensitivities
to a single sterile neutrino flavor. Phase I probes the best-fit
point at 4s after 1 year of data taking and has >3s reach of the
favored parameter space after 3 years. The combined reach of
Phase I+II after 3+3 years of data taking yields a 5s coverage
over the majority of the parameter space below Dm2

14⇠10 eV2.
Daya Bay exclusion curve is from [57]. (Bottom) Increase in
oscillation sensitivity to sterile neutrinos during Phase I by
operating AD-I at two positions instead of at the front or mid-
dle position only.
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Size 0.2 m r ⇥ 0.5 m h
Fuel HEU
Duty cycle 41% reactor-on
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Cross-section 1.2⇥1.45 m2
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Total Target Mass 2940 kg
Fiducialized Target Mass 1480 kg
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Position resolution 15 cm
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S:B ratio 3.0
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TABLE I. Nominal PROSPECT experimental parameters.
Phase I consists of operating AD-I for three years split
between front, middle, and back positions. Phase II adds
AD-II at a longer baseline and operates both detectors for
three additional years.

achieved with Phase II is also shown: after 3 additional
years of operation essentially all parameter space sug-
gested by ne disappearance data below 10 eV2 can be
excluded.

The dependence of the sensitivity on experimental
parameters is examined in Table II. These results clearly
validate the design focus on background rejection and
maximizing target mass, while also highlighting the
value of covering the widest possible baseline range via
movement of AD-I. The increase in sensitivity afforded
by the expanded L/E coverage gained though AD-I
movement is further illustrated in the bottom panel of
Fig. 8. Although the signal decreases as the inverse of
r2, the gain from L/E coverage surpasses the loss due
to reduced signal when the detector is operated equally
at two positions. It must be noted that for the sensitiv-
ity calculation shown this gain is purely from the im-
proved L/E coverage. Moving the detector also gives
a better control of correlated and uncorrelated system-
atic biases, which can be expected to further increase
the sensitivity. The ultimate choice of positions will be
guided by the demonstrated S:B at various baselines.

Phase I and Phase II Phase I with Positioning
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Decreased Nominal Increased
Position Front only Movable Middle only

2.79 4.60 2.37
Position 10cm 14.6cm 20cm
Resolution 4.69 4.60 4.46
Efficiency 32% 42% 52%

3.84 4.60 5.26
Energy 3% 4.5% 20%
Resolution 4.61 4.60 4.20
Background ⇥0.33 – ⇥3
Suppression 3.92 4.60 5.00
Bin-to-Bin 0.5% 1.0% 2.0%
Uncertainty 4.69 4.60 4.30
Relative Segment 0.5% 1.0% 2.0%
Normalization 4.60 4.60 4.59
Detector 10⇥8 12⇥10 14⇥12
Size 3.23 4.60 6.02

TABLE II. The effect of varying experimental parameters
(italic) on the confidence level in the unit of s with which os-
cillations at the Kopp best-fit point can be differentiated from
the null hypothesis with one year of data-taking.

B. Precision Measurement of the Reactor ne Spectrum

PROSPECT will measure the energy spectrum of ne
emitted by an HEU reactor with a precision that ex-
ceeds previous experiments and current model predic-
tions. Between 2–6 MeV, Phase I will achieve an av-
erage statistical precision better than 1.5% and system-
atic precision better than 2%. The target energy resolu-
tion, 4.5%/

p
E, will be greater than any previous reac-

tor experiment and will allow for the detection of fine
structure in the antineutrino spectrum. In contrast to
LEU reactors where the fission fractions change as plu-
tonium isotopes are produced in the core, the simpler
HEU system allows for a more accurate evaluation of
reactor evolution and flux prediction models.

Fig. 9 shows the differences between three current
models: two based on the b�-conversion method, and
one based on ab-initio calculation. To highlight the
shape differences between models, they are shown
in ratio to a smooth approximation F(E)[60]. The
PROSPECT Phase I statistical precision is shown as the
black error bars. PROSPECT will be able to discrim-
inate between these models and directly measure the
spectrum more precisely than any of the predictions.
In addition, this measurement can be combined with
those underway at LEU reactors to extract the non-
235U contribution to the spectrum. Since current LEU
measurements, and that of HEU which we propose,
are expected to have percent-level precision, differences
should be prominent and provide another route to eval-
uate and refine reactor models.

The segmented AD-I detector is designed to enhance
the spectral measurement through careful optimization
of detector uniformity and construction techniques.
The use of low-mass reflector panels, described in more

Phase I,
Phase I,

FIG. 9. (Top) Three models of the 235U ne energy spectrum
relative to a smooth approximation. The 1s error band of
the Phase I measurement including subtraction of predicted
background (error bars) and systematic uncertainties (gray
band) are shown for comparison. An energy resolution of
4.5%/

p
E has been applied to highlight accessible features.

(Bottom) Evolution of statistical error bands for 200 keV bins
from Phase I to Phase II.

detail in Sec. V A, minimizes the non-scintillating vol-
ume that could bias the detected energy spectrum.
Multiple fiducialization schemes are being studied to
determine the optimum volume selection that maxi-
mizes detection efficiency of positron annihilation gam-
mas.

AD-II is designed to achieve at least equal statisti-
cal power to that of AD-I, even at a longer baseline.
A larger target mass and improved cosmogenic shield-
ing increase the IBD detection rate without decreased
signal-to-background ratio. Both antineutrino detectors
AD-I and AD-II are comprised of identical segments,
ensuring that systematic uncertainties will be consis-
tent. Thus, all development and characterization of AD-
I will directly apply to AD-II, simplifying the combined
analysis during Phase II.

Fig. 9 shows a comparison of the statistical error
bands, assuming 200 keV binning, for each experimen-
tal phase. With Phase II, PROSPECT will achieve an
average of 1.0% statistical uncertainty throughout the
reactor antineutrino energy range. With the combined
phases, PROSPECT will have major statistical power to
resolve and probe the spectral anomaly region and di-

Specific tests of models for 235U
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• Nuclear reactors are copious sources of νe̅, but it is 
difficult to understand the details at the level of 1% 

• The best, most recent calculations indicate the νe̅ 
flux is “anomalously low” ⇒ Sterile neutrinos? 

Other experiments support this hypothesis 

• Several new experiments are under construction at 
research reactors to measure the spectrum shape 

• PROSPECT @ HFIR will eliminate or verify the 
“Kopp Best Fit” sterile neutrino solution by 2018

Thank You!


